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REPORT  ITU-R  BT.2342-1 

Production, emission and exchange of closed captions for all worldwide 

language character sets (latin and non-latin) 

(2015-2018) 

Closed captions are useful for understanding the story, scene, and context in broadcast programmes 

by viewers with hearing difficulties but also by other people for various purposes. The broadcasting 

industry has utilized closed captioning systems for a long time. Originally, a closed captioning service 

was provided by teletext on analogue televisions, which required an additional teletext decoder to 

make the closed captions visible. However, the use of closed captions has been common since the 

closed caption feature became a standard function in digital broadcasting systems. 

Thus, the number of broadcast programmes that provide closed-captioning is increasing, which helps 

to improve accessibility to broadcast programmes. However, the increased number of closed 

captioning programmes has created a new problem: the efficient creation of closed captioning data 

for broadcast content. Therefore, efforts have been made to develop technologies such as efficient 

production methods and closed captioning content exchange methods to solve, or at least mitigate, 

this problem. 

Furthermore, the uses of closed captioning have diversified. Closed captioning is necessary for 

broadcasting as well at various other media such as on-demand video programmes over the Internet, 

and it is considered to be an important information source for advanced services. Given these new 

requirements, XML based closed captions standards may be solutions that provide flexibility to 

satisfy multiple aims and uses, including format conversion capability.  

As a first step to consider the use of XML in closed captions, it is valuable to overview the techniques 

and the status of closed captions. Therefore, this Report describes the recent status of techniques used 

for the production, exchange and broadcast of closed captions. The following techniques are 

described in this Report. 

Annex 1 – ARIB1 closed caption standards based on enhancements of character encoding scheme 

Annex 2 – SMPTE format for timed text 

Annex 3 – EBU format for timed text (EBU-TT) 

Annex 4 – ARIB Timed Text Markup Language (ARIB-TTML) 

Annex 5 – TTML Text and Image Profiles for Internet Media Subtitles and Captions 1.0 (IMSC-1) 

  

                                                 

1 ARIB stands for “Association of Radio Industries and Businesses”. 
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Annex 1 

 

ARIB closed caption standards based on enhancements 

of character encoding scheme 

1 Creation of closed-captioning 

Creation of closed-captioning is generally taken as a part of programme production. From the 

viewpoint of the production process, there are two categories for how to create closed-captioning 

texts; live closed-captioning and offline closed-captioning. Live closed-captioning is used for live 

programmes, and offline closed-captioning is used for pre-recorded programmes. 

1.1 Live closed-captioning 

In live broadcasting programmes such as news closed-captioning text cannot be prepared prior to the 

time of broadcast. Live closed-captioning is used for this kind of programmes. Creation of the text is 

based on the vocal sound which has just been broadcasted, and the closed-captioning text is created 

to catch up with progress of broadcasting programmes. From technical viewpoint, minimization of 

the delay and accuracy of the text are the most important points. 

There are several methods of live closed-captioning: 

– “Direct” speech recognition: 

 Texts are created by using direct speech recognition of announcers and reporters of 

the programme. It is the most efficient method to create the text, but accuracy of the created 

texts is not good enough for captioning in many cases due to the limitation of the speech 

recognizer. 

– “Re-Speak” speech recognition: 

 As described in Report ITU-R BT.2207-2 – Accessibility to broadcasting services for persons 

with disabilities, texts are created by using speech recognition with a captioning re-speaker. 

In this method, because back-ground noise can be eliminated for speech recognition, better 

recognition result is obtained than “Direct” speech recognition. And a re-speaker can 

rephrase vocal phrases of actual speakers in order to adjust the length of captioning texts. 

– “Direct typing” method: 

 In this method, captioning operators transcribe captioning texts in accordance with vocal 

sound of speakers by using normal keyboard or stenograph keyboard. To obtain good texts 

quickly, well trained operators are required. 

1.2 Offline closed-captioning 

In pre-recorded programmes such as soap opera, there is a time to prepare captioning texts before 

broadcast in many cases. In such a case, captioning operators listen to a pre-recorded video and 

transcribe the dialogue. Created texts and transmission time information are stored in a computer, and 

used at the time of broadcast. 

2 Closed-captioning standard for broadcasting service 

In integrated services digital broadcasting (ISDB) systems, closed-captioning scheme is defined 

in Vol. 1, Part 3 of ARIB STD-B24 – Data coding and transmission specification for digital 

broadcasting. Data is transmitted in a form of independent elementary stream. In the elementary 
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stream, independent packetized elementary stream (PES) transmission format is used to add time 

synchronization function to video image.  

Time stamp for closed-captioning is added to closed-captioning data, of which values are the same 

as presentation time stamp (PTS) of video stream.  

Independent PES format for closed-captioning can convey eight languages. It also provides several 

presentation modes such as forced presentation and switchable presentation by the user. Attachment 1 

to this Annex provides some more detailed information. 

3 Exchange format of the closed-captioning file 

When broadcasting programmes are exchanged, associated closed-captioning data should also be able 

to be exchanged. Thus, it is important to establish exchange format for closed-captioning. 

ARIB STD-B36 – Exchange format of the digital closed-captioning file for digital television 

broadcasting system, is a standard for closed-captioning data exchange format for digital TV 

environment. This standard defines formats of closed-captioning text, control data, and file name 

convention. When using NAB2 format file (analogue closed-captioning file for analogue television 

broadcasting system) in digital TV environment, a format converter to ARIB STD-B36 is required. 

Due to historical reasons, file name convention is designed so that the standard used for exchange 

can be identified by the file name. When transmitting by serial digital interface (SDI), 

closed-captioning data formatted by this standard is embedded in ancillary data area, as defined in 

ARIB STD-B37 – Structure and operation of closed-captioning data conveyed by ancillary data 

packets. When transmitting by MPEG2 transport stream, ARIB STD-B24 is used as similar to 

broadcasting. For more details, see Attachments 2 and 3 for ARIB STD-B36 and STD-B37, 

respectively. 

4 Use of captioning data of broadcasting content on the Internet 

Recently, broadcasting programmes are also offered on the Internet based environment as 

an on-demand service. On-demand video clips may be watched by various devices including PC and 

TV. Service functionality of video on-demand should be the same on any devices, thus 

closed-captioning should be available even on the web. An efficient way to provide closed-captioning 

on the video on-demand content is to convert closed-captioning data from the broadcasting format. 

For this purpose, a Format converter has been developed jointly by NHK and LSI JAPAN Co. Ltd. 

An output format of this converter is based on the bundled functionality on closed-captioning 

playback of the typical player software on the web. Extension of the player software has been 

developed as well so that functionalities of the player software on closed-captioning are equivalent 

to those on broadcasting including Ruby3 and Gaiji4.  

By using these converter and player software, the same service can be provided on both broadcasting 

and video on-demand. 

  

                                                 

2  NAB stands for “The National Association of commercial Broadcasters in Japan”. The name of Association 

was changed to JBA (The Japan commercial Broadcasters Association) in 2012. 

3 Ruby is a set of small-sized kana characters attached above Kanji character to explain how to read it. 

4 Gaiji is ideographical Kanji characters which are not supported by the system. 
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To expand availability of format conversion, General Caption Markup Language (GCML) is also 

developed. GCML is a markup language and works as an intermediate format for format conversion 

across various media including broadcasting and the web. When a new format is required for some 

purposes, only a converter between the new format and GCML is needed for re-use of the created 

closed-captioning data for the purposes. 

For the purpose of realizing caption production by lower cost, simplified caption markup language is 

under consideration at ARIB. 

5 Consideration on efficient use of closed-captioning data on various media 

The needs of closed-captioning are increasing day-by-day. And as described in previous section, use 

of closed-captioning is not limited to broadcasting. It is convenient and efficient that created 

closed-captioning data can be re-used in different media and different environment. In this section, 

possibility of re-use of closed-captioning data is discussed. 

5.1 Language specific requirements 

Considering that broadcasting programmes are exchanged internationally, the mechanism for re-use 

of closed-captioning data should satisfy language specific requirements. For example, in case of 

Japanese language, followings are language specific requirements. 

– Ruby: 

 Ruby is supplement information on how to read Kanji character. Some Kanji characters are 

not common for typical Japanese persons and such Kanji requires ruby information. And in 

case of name of persons or places, even common Kanji characters should be read in special 

readings in some cases. Ruby is very convenient in such cases as well. 

– Gaiji: 

 Computers and broadcasting equipment such as TV implement standardized set of Kanji 

characters. Typical TV receivers have about 6 400 Kanji characters font set. In some cases, 

Kanji characters not supported by the system are required to describe information. Gaiji 

is a mechanism to render such unsupported Kanji characters on the devices. 

– Vertical writing: 

 Historically, Japanese language is vertical writing. Although it is common to write Japanese 

in horizontal writing today, there is a need to write closed-captioning vertically in some cases. 

It is believed that there are more language specific requirements for a mechanism for re-use of 

closed-captioning internationally. Consideration on support of those language specific requirements 

is required not to drop the information in closed-captioning or intention of closed-captioning creators. 

5.2 Format conversion of closed-captioning data 

In digital broadcasting systems, each system specification provides its own closed-captioning 

standard. Considering compatibility with various types of existing digital broadcasting receivers, 

format conversion at production side may be an efficient approach for re-use of closed-captioning 

data. In this case, an intermediate format like GCML may be one of the practical approaches. 

A well-designed intermediate format will have capability to convert closed-captioning data to and 

from a wide range of media, including web, blu-ray, and broadcasting. 
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Attachment 1  

to Annex 1 

 

ARIB STD-B24 

 

Data coding and transmission specification  

for digital broadcasting 

1 Scope 

The standard is applied to data transmission for data broadcasting carried out as part of digital 

broadcasting. 

2 Presentation function of caption and superimpose 

Presentation function of the caption is shown in Table A1.1-1. 

TABLE A1.1-1 

Presentation function of caption 

 

3 Independent PES transmission protocol 

The independent PES transmission protocol is a method used to implement streaming for data 

broadcasting services. The independent PES transmission protocol defined in this section has 

two types: synchronized type and asynchronous type. 

The synchronized PES transmission protocol is used when it is necessary to synchronize data in 

a stream with other streams including video and audio. The asynchronous PES transmission protocol 

is used when the synchronization is not necessary. As a major application example, it is expected that 

the synchronized type is used for transmitting captions. 
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Attachment 2  

to Annex 1 

 

ARIB STD-B36 

 

Exchange format of the digital closed caption file  

for digital television broadcasting system 

1 Scope 

The standard is applied to (exchanging format of) the digital closed caption file for digital television 

broadcasting system. 

2 Recording format of the closed caption data 

2.1 Closed caption data recording format 

Each digital closed caption files are recorded in the same directory for every programme. 

Digital closed caption file consists of programme control information, page management information, 

caption management data and caption statement data. 

Figure A1.2-1 illustrates the arrangement and internal makeup of closed caption data. 

FIGURE A1.2-1 

Arrangement and internal make-up of closed caption data 

 

– Programme management information: 

 Programme management information consists of programme information indicating 

programme title, programme schedule, and so on. 

– Page management information: 

 Page management information consists of page information indicating carried out timing, 

delete timing, font size, video aspect, presence or absence of rollup, and so on. 

– Page management data: 

 Page management data consists of page management data header indicating language or 

transmission mode of the caption and zero or more than one data unit, following it. 
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Attachment 3  

to Annex 1 

 

ARIB STD-B37 

 

Structure and operation of closed caption data conveyed  

by ancillary data packets 

1 Scope 

This standard is applicable to devices which convey closed caption data using ancillary data packets. 

2 Packet structure and arrangement 

Figure A1.3-1 illustrates the arrangement and internal makeup of closed caption ancillary data packets 

which are embedded in one line of video. In this structure, one word comprises 10 bits. 

FIGURE A1.3-1 

Arrangement and internal make-up of closed caption ancillary data packets 
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Annex 2 

 

SMPTE format for timed text 

The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) has been working for some time 

on standards for carrying text that is designed to accompany a television programme, but delivered 

separately from, or in addition to, the image signal. These may be used for subtitles, closed captions 

and subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH). The system can also be used for other 

applications where timed text needs to be synchronized with an image. 

The group of standards, which is termed SMPTE-TT, defines a file format which extends and 

constrains W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML). The SMPTE-TT file includes information 

on the text itself as well as positioning and timing information. It thus provides the means of 

conveying captions or subtitles in virtually any environment such as in program production or 

delivery via an IP network (managed or unmanaged networks). 

Recent standardization work on SMPTE-TT has been to clarify the conversion from CEA 608 

(US analog closed captioning) and the creation of a new conversion from CEA 708 (US digital closed 

captioning). We believe this may be relevant to closed captions referred to in Annex 2 of 

Recommendation ITU-R BT.1301-2. 

Below is a list of links to the relevant SMPTE-TT documents, which are available for download at 

no charge. 

– General overview of document structure ST 2052-0:2013  

– Standard document (Definition of SMPTE-TT) ST 2052-1:2013  

– Recommended Practice (Conversion from CEA 608 to SMPTE-TT) RP 2052-10:2013  

– Recommended Practice (Conversion from CEA 708 to SMPTE-TT) RP 2052-11:2013  

– FAQ 

 

 

Annex 3 

 

EBU format for timed text (EBU-TT) 

The EBU is a professional association of public service broadcasters in 56 countries. It has been 

developing a means of handling timed text that is generated for the purposes of facilitating the 

understanding of television programmes of those with impaired hearing or for providing foreign 

language subtitling. 

Mindful that WP 6B is working towards a “Preliminary Draft New Report on Production, Emission, 

and Exchange of Closed Caption for all worldwide language character sets (latin and non-latin)”, 

the EBU would like to draw the attention of the Working Party to several EBU specifications that are 

pertinent to this new Report. 

Below is a list of links to EBU publications that form part of a family of EBU-TT specifications that 

together cover the chain from production to distribution, taking into account professional usersʼ 

requirements in terms of operational efficiency, interoperability, archiving/repurposing and 

(automatic) translation to other – e.g. platform-specific – subtitling formats. 

https://smpte.org/sites/default/files/ST2052-0-2013.pdf
https://smpte.org/sites/default/files/ST2052-1-2013.pdf
https://smpte.org/sites/default/files/RP2052-10-2013.pdf
https://smpte.org/sites/default/files/RP2052-11-2013.pdf
http://www.smpte.org/sites/default/files/FAQ%20%282052%29.pdf
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[1] is the specification of EBU STL, a subtitling exchange format that is widely used in the 

industry for the exchange and archiving of subtitles. A very large base (probably millions) of 

STL files exists in archives around the world. 

[2] is the main specification of EBU-TT. The format is based on W3C TTML 1 and it was 

developed in close coordination with users and manufacturers. 

[3] is the specification of EBU-TT-D, a delivery specification for use over IP networks, including 

but not limited to use as the subtitling standard for DVB Dash (Blue Book A168) and the 

upcoming HbbTV 2.0. EBU-TT-D is a highly constrained subset of W3C TTML 1, with two 

extensions to improve rendering of subtitles in specific cases. 

[4] specifies how EBU-TT-D information can be stored using the storage format of the ISO base 

media file format (ISOBMFF) defined in ISO/IEC 14496-1. 

[1] https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3264.pdf 

3264_e.doc

 

[2] https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3350.pdf 

tech3350_v1 0.doc

 

[3] https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3380.pdf 

tech3380-final.doc

 

[4] https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3381.pdf 

tech3381-final.doc

 

A further EBU document concerning the mapping from EBU STL to EBU-TT is currently under 

review (v0.9 published as https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3360.pdf). When the final version 

becomes available, it will be communicated to WP 6B. 

 

 

Annex 4 

 

ARIB Timed Text Markup Language (ARIB-TTML) 

1 Introduction 

ARIB-TTML is an extension of the second edition of the TTML1 specification defined by the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and SMPTE ST 2052-1:2013 “Timed Text Format (SMPTE-TT)”. 

Considering the requirements for broadcasting content, the presentation capability of ARIB-TTML 

should be enhanced to match that of ARIB STD-B24, which is used at present in Japan. It is important 

that ARIB-TTML has at least the same presentation capability as the existing closed caption standard 

https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3264.pdf
https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3350.pdf
https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3380.pdf
https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3381.pdf
https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3360.pdf
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to ensure the content quality and to facilitate the transition to the new standard. That is, ARIB-TTML 

should satisfy language specific requirements for Japanese described in § 5.1 in Annex 1. In addition, 

the new closed caption standard is expected to be applicable to broadband delivered content, which 

may use a different presentation environment compared with TV receivers. Based on these 

considerations, ARIB-TTML provides many enhancements relative to TTML1. For example, ARIB-

TTML is capable of handling pictures using the method defined in SMPTE ST 2052-1:2013. 

Furthermore, ARIB-TTML has the capability to handle audio clips. This Annex provides information 

on this extension and it considers the actual use of XML based closed captions considering ARIB 

STD-B62. 

ARIB STD-B62 can be found at: 

http://www.arib.or.jp/tyosakenkyu/kikaku_hoso/hoso_kikaku_number.html 

2 Presentation capability 

Presentation capability of ARIB-TTML is enhanced compared with that of ARIB STD-B24. 

Table A4-1 summarizes the presentation capability of ARIB-TTML. 

TABLE A4-1 

Presentation capability of ARIB-TTML 

 

3 Enhancement in ARIB STD-B62 

3.1 Functional enhancement 

To achieve presentation capability listed in Table A4-1, following enhancements are defined 

in ARIB STD-B62. 

Presentation 

function 

Format 1 920 × 1 080, 3 840 × 2 160, 7 680 × 4 320 

Orientation horizontal, vertical, mixture of horizontal and vertical 

Character repertoire JIS X0201:1997, JIS X0213:2004, Latin-1 supplement of 

ISO/IEC 10646:2012, as well as additional Kanji and 

the symbols defined in Vol. 1 Part 2 of ARIB STD-B62  

Character encoding UTF-8 

Gaiji Available by SVG 1.1 and WOFF File Format 1.0 

Font Selectable 

Font size Selectable in pixels 

Font colour 256 steps each for red, green, blue and alpha (transparency) 

Colour designation unit Each character 

Character attribute flashing, underline, overline, strike-out, enclosure, shadow, 

bold, italic, italic bold 

Graphics PNG, SVG 

Presentation 

control 

Timing control start time, end time, duration 

Switching control cut, pop-on, paint-on, roll-up, scroll, key-frame animation 

Misc. Audio clip PCM (AIFF-C), MP3, MPEG2-AAC, MPEG4-AAC 

Built-in sound PCM (AIFF-C), MP3, MPEG2-AAC, MPEG4-AAC 

http://www.arib.or.jp/tyosakenkyu/kikaku_hoso/hoso_kikaku_number.html
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1) Animation 

Animation is presented based on combinations of the following elements and attributes. 

arib-tt:keyframes: This element is the root element of an animation sequence. Each step in 

an animation is defined by the arib-tt:keyframe element. Each animation sequence can be 

distinguished by the name of the animation, which is given by the “animationName” attribute of this 

element. 

arib-tt:keyframe: This element represents each step of animation by specifying position, colour, 

font, opacity, etc. 

arib-tt:animation: This attribute is used to refer to a sequence in an animation that is defined by 

the arib-tt:keyframes element. This attribute can also specify the duration, timing-function, delay, 

iteration count and direction. This attribute can be used in the style, body, div, p, and span elements. 

These elements and attributes can also be used for switching control. 

arib-tt:marquee: This attribute describes an automated scrolling movement by specifying the style, 

direction, speed, and play count. The style is one of the following: scroll, slide, and alternate. 

This attribute can be used in the style, body, div, p, and span elements. 

2) Additional font handling 

arib-tt:font-face: This element allows the use of a font or font family that is not preinstalled in 

a receiver including Gaiji. This element can be a child element(s) of the styling element. 

3) Ruby 

In some cases, it is necessary to use Ruby to read Kanji characters. In ARIB STD-B24, this is achieved 

by allocating small Hiragana or Katakana characters along with a targeted Kanji character. In 

ARIB STD-B62, a dedicated attribute is defined to make a processing system recognize the existence 

of Ruby and the content. 

arib-tt:ruby: This attribute specifies and describes a target of ruby and the content of ruby. 

This attribute can be used in the elements of div, p, and span. 

4) Character decoration and presentation control 

The following attributes are defined in ARIB STD-B62 for character decoration. These attributes add 

character decoration functions to CSS functions in TTML 1.0. 

arib-tt:border: This attribute describes the style, thickness, and colour of the border lines used to 

enclose characters. The style can be one of the following: none, hidden, solid, double, groove, ridge, 

inset, outset, dashed, and dotted. This attribute can be used in the style, body, div, p, and span 

elements. 

arib-tt:letter-spacing: This attribute describes the character spacing for rendering as pixels. 

This attribute can be used in the style, body, div, p, and span elements. 

arib-tt:text-shadow: This attribute describes the control of shadows for rendering. The available 

controls are offset-x, offset-y, blur-radius, and colour. Offset-x and offset-y represent the horizontal 

and vertical offsets of the shadow’s position in pixels. Blur-radius represents the gradation radius in 

pixels. 

5) Image 

The “image” element and “backgroundImage” attribute defined in SMPTE ST 2052-1:2013 can be 

used to present an image. 
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6) Audio 

Audio playback is supported in ARIB-TTML. However, because this is a feature within a closed 

caption standard, it is assumed that the audio playback comprises a short sound such as chime. 

arib-tt:audio: This element represents an audio clip file. The location of an audio clip file and the 

control required for repeated playback are given by the attributes of this element. 

3.2 Name space 

ARIB TTML inherits characteristics of XML document. Thus, the name space definition is important 

for identifying elements and attributes. Table A4-2 lists the name spaces and their prefixes. 

TABLE A4-2 

Name spaces in ARIB-TTML 

Name  Prefix Name space 

TT tt: http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml 

TT Parameter ttp: http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter 

TT Style tts: http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#styling 

TT Metadata ttm: http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata 

SMPTE smpte: http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2013/smpte-tt 

ARIB arib-tt: http://www.arib.or.jp/ns/arib-ttml/v1_0 

 

4 Transmission of closed captions 

An ARIB-TTML document is designed to contain closed caption data in a single language. If closed 

captions are offered in multiple languages, each set of closed caption data, including the images and 

audio (if any), is transmitted separately, e.g. by different modules of the DSM-CC carousel or by 

different MMT assets. 

The following three methods can be considered for the transmission of each closed caption dataset.  

1) Transmission of a complete document repeatedly. In ARIB-TTML, this is known as program 

mode. 

2) Transmission of a document containing fragmented closed caption data for a programme. 

In ARIB-TTML, this is known as segment mode. 

3) Transmission of a frequently updated document containing fragmented closed caption data. 

In ARIB-TTML, this is known as live mode. 

In each method, a document should contain appropriate descriptions according to the transmission 

method used because the description form is strongly related to the timing of closed caption decoder 

initialization in a receiver. A closed caption decoder is initialized in a receiver when a new or updated 

document is received. After initialization, all of the data and the presented captions are erased. 

It is also necessary to define a method for delivering external entities such as image files and audio 

clip files in a broadcast signal, and to refer to them from an ARIB-TTML document. 

4.1 Program mode 

The program mode is used to transmit closed caption data with an ARIB-TTML document that 

contains all of the closed caption data for a programme. Because viewers may tune into the program 

http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml
http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter
http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#styling
http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata
http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2013/smpte-tt
http://www.arib.or.jp/ns/arib-ttml/v1_0
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after it has started, the same ARIB-TTML document is transmitted repeatedly throughout the 

programme. 

During transmission in the non-live mode, the closed caption decoder in a receiver is responsible for 

initializing the screen, audio playback, image presentation, and Gaiji loading when an ARIB-TTML 

document updates. This is sufficient for the static representation of closed caption data, such as an 

ARIB-TTML document that contains all the closed caption data for a broadcast programme. Thus, 

this mode assumes that an ARIB-TTML document will not be updated during the corresponding 

broadcast programme. 

4.2 Segment mode 

The program mode is an easy way to provide closed captioning for a programme. However, this mode 

requires a specific amount of memory in a receiver to process the data and a wide bandwidth for 

transmissions. The segment mode is a transmission method that reduces these resource requirements. 

In the segment mode, an ARIB-TTML document contains only the necessary closed caption data for 

a specific moment in a programme. By transmitting the ARIB-TTML document with fragmented 

closed caption data once for each document, the correct caption will appear on the screen when 

required because initialization of the closed caption decoder occurs every time the documents are 

received. In segment mode, the documents are complete ARIB-TTML documents and each document 

does not depend on other documents. The “begin” and “end” attributes in the document allow 

the captions to be presented at the appropriate times. 

4.3 Live mode 

The program and segment modes handle static closed captions, i.e. the closed caption data are 

determined before the time of the programme. By contrast, the live mode can be used if dependencies 

exist among the ARIB-TTML documents due to high frequency updates in the segment mode, or 

if the caption presentation time is not predetermined for the programme. In particular, the live mode 

is suitable for live programmes. 

In live mode, closed caption decoder initialization is dependent on conditions. Thus, a closed caption 

decoder is not initialized when all of the following conditions are satisfied. 

1) A value of “indefinite” is set for the “end” or “dur” attribute of an element in an ARIB-TTML 

document. 

2) The “id” attribute is also set for the element. 

3) In a consecutive ARIB-TTML document, an element with the “id” attribute has the same 

value of 2 and the value of the “begin” attribute is “indefinite”. 

This process allows the continuous presentation of a specified closed caption across multiple 

ARIB-TTML documents. An example of this process is shown in Fig. A4-1. 
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FIGURE A4-1 

Example of live mode transmission using ARIB-TTML 

 

Strings 1, 2 and 3 are presented according to the values of the “begin” and “end” attributes. String 4 

appears in both the TTML-2 and TTML-3 documents. TTML-2 document specifies values for 

id = “p4” and end = “indefinite”. In the TTML-3 document, the same id is given to this string, which 

indicates that the “begin” attribute is “indefinite”. The conditions given above are satisfied by these 

descriptions, which means that the closed caption decoder is not initialized for the TTML-3 

document. Thus, String 4 is displayed continuously on the screen until the time indicated by the “end” 

attribute in the TTML-3 document. 

In the live mode, it is not possible to use the “begin”, “end”, and “dur” attributes. In this case, a closed 

caption decoder will render the closed caption data immediately and hold them. To erase the closed 

caption data from the screen, it is necessary to transmit a “null” ARIB-TTML document that only 

comprises the root element. 

4.4 External entity reference 

When transmitting image files or audio clip files during a broadcast signal, it is necessary to define 

how to refer them from an ARIB-TTML document. In ARIB STD-B60 – Media transport using MMT 

in digital broadcasting or ARIB STD-B24 (for delivery using MPEG2-TS), the external entities are 

packed into the same container with an ARIB-TTML document. In a container, each entity is referred 

as a “subsample”. An ARIB-TTML document is always placed as the first entity in a container, and 

thus it can be referred to as “subsample 0”. The other entities follow the ARIB-TTML document in 

a container and they are referred to by their corresponding subsample numbers in order. 

In the ARIB-TTML document description, these entities are referred to by using the prefix “subt://” 

followed by the subsample number. 

Reference to subsamples within the same container is valid and it occurs before the reception of the 

next transmission unit.  

<p id=”p1” 
begin=”00:00:01” 

end=”00:00:03”> 
String1</p> 
<p id=”p2” 
begin=”00:00:04” 
end=”00:00:10”> 
String2</p> 
 

<p id=”p3” 
begin=”00:00:11” 
end=”00:00:13”> 
String3</p> 
<p id=”p4” 
begin=”00:00:14” 
end=”indefinite”> 
String4</p> 
  

<p id=”p4” 
begin=”indefinite” 
end=”00:00:25”> 
String4</p> 
<p id=”p5” 
begin=”00:00:20” 
end=”00:00:25”> 
String5</p> 
  

Beginning of a 
programme 

00:00:01 00:00:04 00:00:10 

00:00:11 

00:00:13 00:00:18 00:00:25 

String 1 String 2 String 3 String 4 

String 5 

t 

TTML-1 TTML-3 

Presentation 

TTML-2 
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5 How to satisfy Japanese language specific requirements 

As described in § 5.1 of Annex 1, there are three language specific requirements to Japanese language. 

Ruby and Gaiji are satisfied as described in § 3.2 in this Annex. Vertical writing is satisfied by one 

of the attributes of the style element (tts:writingMode) defined in TTML1. 

6 Exchange format of closed-caption file 

The exchange format should be managed as a package of ARIB-TTML documents on a programme 

by programme basis. ARIB STD-B69 “Exchange format of the digital closed caption file for digital 

television broadcasting system (Second Generation)” is a standard for closed-captioning data 

exchange format of ARIB-TTML documents. This standard defines formats of closed-caption files, 

control data, and file name convention. The relation between ARIB STD-B36 and ARIB STD-B24 

is the same as that between ARIB STD-B69 and ARIB STD-B62. 

An ARIB-TTML closed-caption file is a text file described in the exchange format. Each ARIB-

TTML close-caption file and related materials are stored in the same directory for each programme. 

Extended resources associated with an ARIB-TTML close-caption file such as Gaiji characters file, 

image file, and sound file are stored under the directory named “font”, “image”, and “sound”, which 

are created simply under each programme directory. 

An ARIB-TTML closed-caption file consists of multiple pages of ARIB-TTML document: Closed-

caption data of all pages are described by “p” and “div” element, or closed-caption data of each page 

is described as “div” element by the page. 

Information for exchange of closed-captioning data is described in “arib-

ttex:CaptionExchangeInformation” element added in “metadata” element in a ARIB-TTML 

document. “arib-ttex:CaptionExchangeInformation” element consists of three types of element as 

follows: 

arib-ttex:ProgramManagementInformation: This element describes the programme information 

indicating programme title, programme ID, the number of pages of an ARIB-TTML document, 

programme schedule, available video types , produce station, etc. 

arib-ttex:PageManagementInformation: This element contains all of the arib-ttex:PageInfo 

element which describes the control information of each page of ARIB-TTML document. This 

control information indicates carried out type, erasing the screen, and deleting a page. 

arib-ttex:TransmissionInformation: This element describes the language of caption, information 

of compression or not, and transmission unit information. Transmission unit information is used for 

multiplexing an ARIB-TTML closed-caption file so that it is transmitted by MMT. Figure A4-2 

shows an example of ARIB-TTML closed-caption file and its transmission by MMT. According to 

the description of transmission unit information, an ARIB-TTML closed caption file is divided into 

ARIB-TTML documents and encapsulated in MPUs of MMT for transmission. 
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FIGURE A4-2 

Example of ARIB-TTML closed-caption file and transmission by MMT 

 

<tt> 
 <head> 
  <metadata> 
   <arib-ttex:CaptionExchangeInformation> 
    <arib-ttex:ProgramManagementInformation> 
     Program Management Information 
    </arib-ttex:ProgramManagementInformation> 
    <arib-ttex:PageManagementInformation> 
     Page management Information 
    </arib-ttex:PageManagementInformation> 
    <arib-ttex:TransmissionInformation> 
     <arib-ttex:TransmissionUnits> 
      Information of resources of 1st page 
      Information of resources of 2nd page 
      … 
      Information of resources of Nth page 
     </arib-ttex:TransmissionUnits> 
    </arib-ttex:TransmissionInformation> 
   </arib-ttex:CaptionExchangeInformation> 
   <styling> 
    Gaiji characters file 
    Style information A 
    ….. 
    Style information X 
   </styling> 
   <layout> 
    Layout of 1st page 
    Layout of 2nd page 
    … 
    Layout of Nth page 
   </layout> 
  </metadata> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <div xml:id=” page000001”> 
   Closed-caption text of 1st page 
   Image shown in 1st page 
  </div> 
  <div xml:id=” page000002”> 
   Closed-caption text of 2nd page 
  </div> 
   … 
  <div xml:id=” page00000n”> 
   Closed-caption text of Nth page 

(include Gaiji character code) 
  </div> 
 </body> 
</tt> 
 

Registry 

For 

transmission 

In refernce to TransmissionUnits 

element, ARIB-TTML closed-caption 

file is devided into N pages of 

ARB-TTML documents 

Transmission units of MMT 

 1st page (MPU) 

<tt> 
 <head> 
  <metadata> 
   <styling> 
    Style information A 
   </styling> 
   <layout> 
    Layout of 1st page 
   </layout> 
  </metadata> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <div> 
   Closed-caption text of 1st page 
   Image shown in 1st page 
  </div> 
 </body> 
</tt> 

MFU0 

Image File 

MFU1 

Nth page (MPU) 

<tt> 
 <head> 
  <metadata> 
   <styling> 
    Gaiji characters file 
   </styling> 
   <layout> 
    Layout of Nth page 
   </layout> 
  </metadata> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <div> 
   Closed-caption text of Nth page 
(include Gaiji character code) 
  </div> 
 </body> 
</tt> 

MFU0 

Gaiji character File 

MFU1 

ARIB-TTML closed-caption file 

 

Transmission 
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Annex 5 

 

TTML Text and Image Profiles for Internet Media Subtitles and 

Captions 1.0 (IMSC-1) 

1 Summary 

TTML Text and Image Profiles for Internet Media Subtitles and Captions 1.0 (IMSC1) is a Candidate 

Recommendation of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) published on December 9, 2014. 

The Candidate Recommendation can be found at: 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/CR-ttml-imsc1-20141209/ 

IMSC1 specifies two profiles of [TTML1]: a text-only profile and an image-only profile. These 

profiles are intended to be used across subtitle and caption delivery applications worldwide, thereby 

simplifying interoperability, consistent rendering and conversion to other subtitling and captioning 

formats. The text profile is a superset of [SDPUS]. The both profiles are based on [SUBM]. 

The specification defines extensions to [TTML1], as well as incorporates the extensions specified 

in [ST2052-1] and [EBU-TT-D]. 

The information contained in this Annex is provided by communication between W3C and ITU-R. 

2 Motivation of the development and the scope of the standard 

W3C TTWG is chartered [1] to simultaneously work on TTML and WebVTT, with the intention that 

both will be published as Recommendations according to the W3C Process [2], and to publish 

a mapping between them as a working group Note (§ 1.3). 

[1] http://www.w3.org/2014/03/timed-text-charter.html 

[2] http://www.w3.org/2014/Process-20140801/ 

The most recent published version of IMSC1 is the Candidate Recommendation, published 

9th December 2014. 

The most recent published version of WebVTT is the First Public Working Draft, published 

13th November 2014 [3]. 

[3] http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/WD-webvtt1-20141113/ 

3 Progressive decode 

The IMSC1 progressivelyDecodable flag signals that the presentation of an IMSC1 document can 

proceed before the document is received in its entirety, i.e. the presentation at time T1 does not depend 

on the presentation at time T2, where T1 < T2. 

The IMSC1 progressivelyDecodable flag however assumes that the parsing of the IMSC1 document 

started at its beginning, and is thus not intended to allow the parsing (and presentation) of an IMSC1 

document to start at an arbitrary location within: information contained in the <head> element is 

generally required for proper presentation. 

To allow viewers to start watching a TV programme after it started, the subtitle/caption essence can 

be split into successive standalone IMSC1 progressivelyDecodable documents, each occupying a 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/CR-ttml-imsc1-20141209/
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-TTML1
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-SDPUS
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-SUBM
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-TTML1
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-ST2052-1
http://www.w3.org/TR/ttml-imsc1/#bib-EBU-TT-D
http://www.w3.org/2014/03/timed-text-charter.html
http://www.w3.org/2014/Process-20140801/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/WD-webvtt1-20141113/
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non-overlapping interval of the program timeline. The IMSC1 presentation can then start as a soon 

as the beginning of such an interval is encountered. 

4 Precise time expression and synchronization 

IMSC1 is designed to support high frame rate video images. 

Clause 6.6 allows the author to accurately time a subtitle/caption so that it is displayed on a specific 

frame of the related video object used for authoring. This is particularly important around scene 

boundaries. Clause 6.6 is not intended to constrain display refresh rate and related video object frame 

rate. 

For instance: 

– assuming a caption/subtitle essence is authored against 120 fps video; 

– a scene transition occurs at the boundary between frames #725 and #726; 

– a caption/subtitle X is intended to be removed before this scene transition. 

The author could specify end=“6.04s” for caption/subtitle X, ensuring that caption/subtitle X is 

displayed on frame #725, but not frame #726. 

Clause 9 specifies a Hypothetical Render Model (HRM), which is used to constrain document 

complexity by effectively limiting the rate and size of characters or images to be displayed over time. 

HRM processing is specified independently of display refresh rate and related video object frame 

rate. Furthermore, HRM limits are intended to accommodate common subtitle/caption practice, which 

are driven by human factors such as reading rates, and are thus independent of display refresh rate 

and related video object frame rate. 

In conclusion, neither clause 6.6 nor clause 9 appear to limit the application of IMSC1 to related video 

object with high frame rate video images up to 120 Hz, as defined in Recommendation 

ITU-R BT.2020. 

5 Designation of Text and Image profiles 

IMSC1 is designed to address the following scenarios: 

a) the subtitle/caption essence can be represented as text in its entirety. In this scenario, a single 

document conforming to the Text profile is offered. This is the preferred scenario; 

b) it is not possible (or desirable) to represent the subtitle/caption essence as text in its entirety, 

e.g. all elements cannot be reliably represented using a combination of Unicode codepoints, 

commonly available fonts and TTML1 styling. In this scenario, a document conforming to 

the Image profile is offered. In addition: 

i) text metadata can be associated with individual images to support content indexing and 

facilitate quality checking of the document during authoring (see § 6.7.4); 

ii) a separate standalone document conforming to the Text profile can be simultaneously 

offered, if required/desired. 

The IMSC1 approach, where Text and Image profiles are mutually exclusive, was selected for 

simplicity and reliability: if text and image essence were mixed in one document, it would be 

necessary to specify the relationship between text essence and related image essence, and the rules 

for rendering one instead of the other without compromising layout. Such a model is not defined in 

either TTML1 or SMPTE-TT. Note that there is, in general, no one-to-one correspondence between 

text and image essence, e.g. placement and timing. 
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This approach is consistent with: 

– current practice where image and text subtitle/captions are treated separately, c.f. D-Cinema, 

blu-ray, etc.; 

– the widespread use of multiplexed containers, e.g. ISOBMFF and MXF, that allow multiple 

video, audio and subtitle/caption tracks to be associated with a common timeline and 

delivered together. 

W3C TTWG is actively working on TTML2 (see the latest Editor's Draft at [4]) and considering 

future versions of IMSC1. 

[4] https://dvcs.w3.org/hg/ttml/raw-file/tip/ttml2/spec/ttml2.html 

 

______________ 

https://dvcs.w3.org/hg/ttml/raw-file/tip/ttml2/spec/ttml2.html
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Subtitling data exchange format  


1.
Introduction 



The importance of subtitling is increasing in the television and film industries.  In many European countries, subtitling is the most common method of conveying the content of foreign language dialogue to the audience, and a broadcaster's audience may now include several major linguistic groups (notably a satellite-broadcaster). 



Subtitles are also provided increasingly by broadcasters to meet the needs of the significant numbers of deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers. 



A broadcaster may use two methods of providing subtitles to its audience.  Subtitles may be inlaid into the picture at source.  This is known as in-vision or �open" subtitling.  Subtitles may also be conveyed to the audience via encoded data added to the transmitted signal (e.g. teletext), also known as �closed" subtitling. 



Considering that: 


-
a broadcaster may wish to buy or sell programmes complete with subtitles already available in an appropriate language; 


-
a broadcaster may use an external company for the supply of some or all its subtitles; 


-
broadcasters may wish to buy compatible subtitling equipment from a number of independent suppliers;


-
broadcasters may wish to harmonize the storage of subtitle data for in-vision and encoded subtitles; 


the EBU has standardised a data file format for use with a personal computer to enable the exchange of in-vision and teletext subtitles.  The format is intended for use by broadcasters at both national and international levels and is described below. 


2.
Medium for exchange 



The medium for exchange is a 3.5-inch high-density portable magnetic disk (microfloppy).  The disk is formatted for 1.44 Mbytes (2 sides, 80 tracks, 18 sectors/track). 


3.
Operating system and filename 



The datafile format is defined for use with an IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible computer.  The format is based upon the operating system MS/PC-DOS, version 3.3.  If other operating systems are used, the datafile must be readable and writeable with MS/PC-DOS, version 3.3. 



The filename should be a valid MS/PC-DOS name.  It should have the file extension .STL to indicate that the datafile conforms to the EBU standard subtitle data exchange format. 


Table  3  -  Structure of the General Subtitle Information (GSI) block.


		Byte

		Bytes
allocated

		Information

		Mnemonic



		0..2

		3

		Code Page Number

		CPN



		3..10

		8

		Disk Format Code

		DFC



		11

		1

		Display Standard Code

		DSC



		12..13

		2

		Character Code Table number

		CCT



		14..15

		2

		Language Code

		LC



		16..47

		32

		Original Programme Title

		OPT



		48..79

		32

		Original Episode Title

		OET



		80..111

		32

		Translated Programme Title

		TPT



		112..143

		32

		Translated Episode Title

		TET



		144..175

		32

		Translator’s Name

		TN



		176..207

		32

		Translator’s Contact Details

		TCD



		208..223

		16

		Subtitle List Reference Code

		SLR



		224..229

		6

		Creation Date

		CD



		230..235

		6

		Revision Date

		RD



		236..237

		2

		Revision number

		RN



		238..242

		5

		Total Number of Text and Timing Information (TTI) blocks

		TNB



		243..247

		5

		Total Number of Subtitles

		TNS



		248..250

		3

		Total Number of Subtitle Groups

		TNG



		251..252

		2

		Maximum Number of Displayable Characters in any text row

		MNC



		253..254

		2

		Maximum Number of Displayable Rows

		MNR



		255

		1

		Time Code: Status

		TCS



		256..263

		8

		Time Code: Start-of-Programme

		TCP



		264..271

		8

		Time Code: First In-Cue

		TCF



		272

		1

		Total Number of Disks

		TND



		273

		1

		Disk Sequence Number

		DSN



		274..276

		3

		Country of Origin

		CO



		277..308

		32

		Publisher

		PUB



		309..340

		32

		Editor’s Name

		EN



		341..372

		32

		Editor’s Contact Details

		ECD



		373..447

		75

		Spare Bytes

		



		448..1023

		576

		User-Defined Area

		UDA





4.
Structure of the datafile
  


4.1.
Basic structure of the datafile 



A subtitle list consists of a set of subtitle texts and control information for programme material in one principal language. 



The datafile comprises one General Subtitle Information (GSI) block and a number of Text and Timing Information (TTI) blocks.  The GSI block is placed first in the datafile, and is followed by the TTI blocks (see Fig.  1 below).

[image: image1.png]

Fig. 1 – Basic structure of the datafile



The GSI block carries general information such as display standard, language, programme title in original and local language, etc. 



A TTI block normally includes the information necessary to define one subtitle.  Exceptionally, additional TTI blocks, called Extension Blocks, may be used. 



The GSI and TTI blocks each include user-definable areas. 


4.2.
General Subtitle Information (GSI) block 


4.2.1.
GSI block data structure 



The General Subtitle Information (GSI) block consists of 1024 bytes.  The first 448 bytes are specified by the EBU, and the following 576 bytes may be defined by the user (see Table 1) . 



The GSI block includes information: 


-
necessary for the use of TTI blocks; 


-
calculated from the TTI blocks; 


-
from the translator; 


-
about the ownership; 


-
defined by the user. 



To ensure that the text in the GSI block can be read directly (with the DOS TYPE or PRINT command), it is assembled using characters selected from one of a restricted range of standard code pages (see Section 4.2.2.).



If the file consists of more than one disk, the GSI block should be copied on each disk.  The Disk Sequence Number (DSN) is changed in ascending order. 


4.2.2.
GSI block description 


Code Page Number (CPN)


 
The number of the code page used in the GSI block.  For international exchanges, one of the five code pages supported by MS/PC-DOS, version 3.3 must be used in the GSI block.  These code pages are listed below and reproduced in Appendix 1.



Other code pages may be used within a given national environment (e.g.: Greek code page 928). 


		Code Page Number (CPN)

		Character set

		Hex representation



		437

		United States

		34h
33h
37h



		850

		Multilingual

		38h
35h
30h



		860

		Portugal

		38h
36h
30h



		863

		Canada-French

		38h
36h
33h



		865

		Nordic

		38h
36h
35h





Disk Format Code (DFC) 



The subtitling data exchange format can accept data corresponding to television frame-rates of 25 and 30 frames/s.  The choice is indicated using the DFC, as follows:


		Disk Format  Code
 (DFC)

		Frames per second



		STL25.01

		25



		STL30.01

		30





Display Standard Code (DSC) 



One of four display modes can be defined using the DSC code, as follows:


		Display Standard Code (DSC)

		Display standard

		Hex representation



		Blank

		Undefined

		20h



		0

		Open subtitling

		30h



		1

		Level-1 teletext

		31h



		2

		Level-2 teletext

		32h





Character Code Table (CCT) number 



One of five ISO Standard character code tables can be used to define the text in the Text Field (TF) of the TTI blocks.  The character code table in use is indicated by the CCT number, in accordance with the table below. The complete code tables are reproduced in Appendix  2. 



The use of the character code tables is described in Section 5. 


		Character Code Table (CCT)

		Language group

		ISO Standard [1,2]

		Hex representation



		00

		Latin

		6937/2-1983/Add.1:1989

		30h
30h



		01

		Latin/Cyrillic

		8859/5-1988

		30h
31h



		02

		Latin/Arabic

		8859/6-1987

		30h
32h



		03

		Latin/Greek

		8859/7-1987

		30h
33h



		04

		Latin/Hebrew

		8859/8-1988

		30h
34h





Language Code (LC) 



The language for which the subtitle list is prepared is indicated by the LC code.  The codes correspond to those adopted for the MAC/packet family of systems [3].  The code table is reproduced in Appendix 3.


Original Programme Title (OPT) 



The programme title in the original language.  32 characters are available. 


Original Episode Title (OET) 



The title of the episode of the programme in the original language.  32 characters are available. 


Translated Programme Title (TPT) 



The programme title in the local language.  32 characters are available. 


Translated Episode Title (TET) 



The title of the episode of the programme in the local language.  32 characters are available.  


Translator's Name (TN) 



Name of the translator.  32 characters are available.  


Translator's Contact Details (TCD) 



The translator's contact details.  32 characters are available. 


Subtitle List Reference Code (SLR) 



This is a free-format character string which may be used to provide a unique reference for the subtitle list.  16 characters are available.  


Creation Date (CD) 



The date of creation of the subtitle datafile is indicated using the format defined in ISO Standard 8601 (i.e. YYMMDD).


Revision Date (RD) 



The date of the most-recent modifications to the datafile is indicated using the format defined in ISO Standard 8601 (i.e. YYMMDD).


Revision Number (RN) 



The revision number of the subtitle datafile may be used to specify a particular version of the subtitle list.  The range is 0-99 decimal. 


Total Number of TTI Blocks (TNB) 



The total length of the subtitle list is given in terms of the number of TTI blocks in the datafile, including the extension blocks (if any).  The range is 0-99 999 decimal.  (Note: it is possible to store 11 242 TTI blocks on each disk.)  


Total Number of Subtitles (TNS) 



The number of subtitles may be equal to, or less than, the total number of TTI blocks, depending on whether or not extension blocks are used.  The range is 0-99 999 decimal. 


Total Number of Subtitle Groups (TNG) 



The total number of subtitle groups used in the datafile.  A subtitle group is defined in Section 4.3.  The range is 0-255 decimal. 


Maximum Number of Displayable Characters in any text row (MNC) 



Maximum number of characters in any row of the display of the subtitles defined in the TTI blocks.  The range is 0-99 decimal. 


Maximum Number of Displayable Rows (MNR) 



Maximum number of displayable rows per television frame which could be occupied at any one time by the subtitles defined in the TTI blocks.  The range is 0-99 decimal.  This parameter establishes the height of the subtitle area on the display, and can be used to ensure that all the rows of any subtitle in the list will be displayed in their entirety.


Time Code: Status (TCS) 



The one-byte TCS code indicates the validity of the information given in the various GSI and TTI blocks containing time-code data (TCP and TCF in GSI block; TCI and TCO in the TTI blocks).


		Time Code Status code (TCS)

		Status

		Hex representation



		0

		Not intended for use

		30h



		1

		Intended for use

		31h





Time Code: Start-of-Programme (TCP) 



The time code of the first frame of the recorded video signal which is intended for transmission.  The 8 bytes of the TCP code indicate, in order, the hours, minutes, seconds and frames (HHMMSSFF) of standard EBU/SMPTE time-and-control code [4]. 


Time Code: First in-cue (TCF) 



The time code (HHMMSSFF) of the first in-cue in the subtitle list.  TCF will be identical to the TCI code of the TTI block containing the first subtitle of the programme (see Section 4.3.2.).   


Total Number of Disks (TND) 



The total number of disks in the set corresponding to one complete subtitle list.  The maximum number of disks is 9. 


Disk Sequence Number (DSN) 



The disk sequence number, starting with number 1 for the first disk in the set and increasing to the number contained in the TND code, for the last disk. 


Country of Origin (CO) 



The country of origin of the subtitle list is indicated using a three-letter code taken from the list in ISO Standard 3166 [5].  These codes are reproduced in Appendix 4.


 Publisher (PUB) 



Name of the publisher of the subtitle list.  32 characters are available. 


Editor's Name (EN) 



Name of the editor of the subtitle list.  32 characters are available. 


Editor's Contact Details (ECD) 



Information about the editor named in the EN code.  32 characters are available. 


User-Defined Area (UDA) 



The contents of this area must not have any effect on the reading/writing of data in any other part of the data format.  This field of 576 characters may be used to carry information about the programme or subtitle list, or other relevant details. 


4.2.3.
GSI block undefined values 



Undefined values in the GSI block (e.g. codes 00h and 0Ah..0Fh in the TND byte) are reserved for future use. 


4.2.4.
Spare bytes 



The 75 spare bytes are reserved for future use. 


4.2.5.
GSI block unused bytes 



All unused bytes in the GSI block will be set to 20h. 


4.3.
Text and Timing Information (TTI) block   


4.3.1.
TTI block data structure 



Each Text and Timing Information (TTI) block consists of 128 bytes.  The structure of the TTI blocks is given in Table 2 below.      



A TTI block will generally contain the subtitle text together with the timing and positional data, where available, for that subtitle.  TTI blocks may also contain additional subtitle data or user-specific data.



A subtitle is defined by a set of one or more TTI blocks.  Each set of TTI blocks containing a given subtitle text has a unique Subtitle Number (SN).  Each TTI block of a subtitle set has a unique Extension Block Number (EBN). 



One or more subtitles may be grouped together, for example to establish a distinction between subtitles relating to different parts of a single programme.  The group is identified by its Subtitle Group Number (SGN). 



Where TTI extension blocks are used, only the first TTI block of the subtitle carries relevant information in bytes 4-15 (CS, TCI, TCO, VP, JC and CF). 



TTI blocks are stored on the disk in order of continuous ascending Subtitle Numbers (SN) and ascending Time Code In (TCI) values. 



Where TTI extension blocks used, they are stored on the disk in order of ascending Extension Block Number (see Fig. 2). 


Table  4  -  Structure of the Text and Timing Information (TTI) block.


		Byte

		Bytes
allocated

		Information

		Mnemonic



		0

		1

		Subtitle Group Number

		SGN



		1..2

		2

		Subtitle Number

		SN



		3

		1

		Extension Block Number

		EBN



		4

		1

		Cumulative Status

		CS



		5..8

		4

		Time Code In

		TCI



		9..12

		4

		Time Code Out

		TCO



		13

		1

		Vertical Position

		VP



		14

		1

		Justification Code

		JC



		15

		1

		Comment Flag

		CF



		16..127

		112

		Text Field

		TF





4.3.2.
TTI block description 


Subtitle Group Number (SGN) 



This may be used to identify a particular group of subtitles.  The subtitles in a subtitle group should be stored in a continuous ascending Subtitle Number order.  The subtitles in the following subtitle group will be continuously numbered, without any gap, with ascending Subtitle Numbers. The time code values of one subtitle group can be different from, or equal to, the time code values of other groups.  The range of the SNG code is 00h-FFh.


Subtitle Number (SN) 



The SN code is a unique numeric identification for each subtitle in the list.  The range is 0000h-FFFFh.


Extension Block Number (EBN) 



Each TTI block in the set comprising a single subtitle contains a unique EBN in the range 00h-FFh.  This byte is used to associate a maximum of 256 TTI blocks per subtitle. 



EBN codes are allocated as follows:


00h..EFh :
Used to number the Extension Blocks containing additional Text Field (subtitle) information. 


F0h..FDh :
Reserved for future EBU use. 


FEh :
Reserved for User Data.  The contents of a TTI block bearing this EBN must not have any effect on the use of the rest of the EBU data format.  The Text Field of this block may be used to carry additional information.  A TTI block with this indicator may be placed anywhere in the series with the same SN (see Fig. 2). 


FFh :
Always used to indicate the last TTI block of a subtitle set.  It follows that the Extension Block Number FFh is always used in cases where a single TTI block is sufficient to convey a complete subtitle. 


[image: image2.png]

Fig. 2 – Example of Extension Block Numbering


Cumulative Status (CS) 



A value in the range 00h-03h, to indicate that a subtitle is part of a cumulative set of subtitles.  Cumulative subtitles are also known as �add-on" subtitles, and they allow, for example, the display of a fresh subitle before the previous one has been erased from the screen.   



Defined values are given in the table below. 


		Cumulative Status code (CS)

		Significance



		00h

		Subtitle not part of a cumulative set



		01h

		First subtitle of a cumulative set



		02h

		Intermediate subtitle of a cumulative set



		03h

		Last subtitle of a cumulative set






There may be one or more intermediate subtitles with CS code 02h (or none at all, if there are two subtitles in the cumulative set).



The following example illustrates the use of this byte.


		Position of subtitle in cumulative set

		SN

		CS

		TCI

		TCO



		First

		n

		01h

		10.00.00.00

		10.00.15.00



		Intermediate

		n + 1

		02h

		10.00.05.00

		10.00.15.00



		Last

		n + 2

		03h

		10.00.10.00

		10.00.15.00





Time Code In (TCI) 



Byte numbers 5-8 of the TTI block contain an EBU/SMPTE time-and-control code value indicating the start time (�in-cue") of a subtitle.  The range of values is as follows: 


		Byte number

		Time element

		Decimal code range

		Hex code range



		5

		hours

		00..23

		00h..17h



		6

		minutes

		00..59

		00h..3Bh



		7

		seconds

		00..59

		00h..3Bh



		8

		frames

		00..24*

		00h..18h








*In the STL30.01 format, the range is 00..29 frames (00h..1Dh).


Time Code Out (TCO) 



Byte numbers 9-12 of the TTI block contain an EBU/SMPTE time-and-control code value indicating the finish time (�out-cue") of a subtitle.  The range of values is as follows: 


		Byte number

		Time element

		Decimal code range

		Hex code range



		9

		hours

		00..23

		00h..17h



		10

		minutes

		00..59

		00h..3Bh



		11

		seconds

		00..59

		00h..3Bh



		12

		frames

		00..24*

		00h..18h








*In the STL30.01 format, the range is 00..29 frames (00h..1Dh).


Vertical Position (VP) 



This byte defines the vertical position of the first row of the subtitle. 



For teletext subtitles, VP contains a value in the range 1-23 decimal (01h-17h) corresponding to the teletext row number of the first subtitle row. 



For in-vision subtitles, VP contains a value in the range 0..NN decimal, where NN is the maximum number of rows indicated in the MNR field in the GSI block (Note: NN cannot be greater than 99 decimal (63h)).  This VP represents the number of row locations from the top of the screen to the first subtitle row.



For both teletext and in-vision subtitles, the vertical positions of subsequent rows of the subtitle are defined with the carriage-return/line-feed (CR/LF) indicator in the Text Field (TF). 


Justification Code (JC) 



The JC code controls the horizontal alignment of the displayed subtitle.  Four codes are available, as follows. 


		Justification Code (JC)

		Significance



		00h

		unchanged presentation



		01h

		left-justified text



		02h

		centred text



		03h

		right-justified text






If JC is set to 00h, the text and box positioning are determined by all the spaces and control characters which accompany the subtitle text in the Text Field.. 



If JC is set to 01h, 02h or 03h, all leading and trailing spaces in the Text Field are ignored.  The overall horizontal alignment of the subtitle display area will be determined by the users' equipment, and the text will be left or right justified, or centred, within that display area according to the content of the JC code.


Comment Flag (CF) 



The Comment Flag is used to indicate TTI blocks which contain texts such as translator's comments, instead of subtitle data.  CF may have values in the range 00h-01h, attributed as follows.


		Comment Flag
(CF)

		Significance



		00h

		TF contains subtitle data



		01h

		TF contains comments not intended for transmission





Text Field (TF) 



The Text Field contains all, or some of, the text and control characters to convey a subtitle.  It has a fixed length of 112 bytes and may contain any valid character code selected from the character code table specified in the CCT field of the GSI block. 



Regardless of which character code table is in use, the following conventions must be applied:


-
the CR/LF indicator, used to initiate the second and subsequent rows of the subtitle display, is conveyed by character code 8Ah;


-
the Text Field of the last TTI block of a subtitle must always terminate with code 8Fh;


-
unused space in the Text Field will be set to 8Fh. 


4.3.3.
Undefined values in the TTI block



All undefined values in the TTI block are reserved for future use. 


5.
Character code tables 



The character codes of the subtitle text (i.e. the Text Field information) are obtained from the character code table specified by the CCT number in the GSI block. 



The character code tables to be used are reproduced in Appendix  2. 



The accented letters in the Latin-based languages are created according to the �floating accent" principle.  Column �C" of character code table 00 (Latin alphabet) contains diacritical marks which may be associated with another character addressed to the same presentation position.  Each accented character occupies two bytes, and the diacritical mark is sent first (e.g. Ä = C8h 41h, ê = C3h 65h). 



For teletext subtitles, the control codes used in the CCIR Teletext System B (fixed-format) are to be used.  These codes, which occupy positions corresponding to columns 0 and 1 of the character code tables, are defined in [6] and reproduced at the end of Appendix 2.  These codes are not intended to be used to describe in-vision subtitles. 



For in-vision subtitles, three basic character control parameters are included: italics, underline and boxing.  These codes occupy positions corresponding to the first six codes of column 8 of the character code tables (80h..85h). 



The following table lists the applications and effects of all TF codes in the range 00h..FFh. 


		Control codes (hex)

		Open or closed subtitles

		Effect

		Notes



		00h..1Fh

		Closed

		Teletext control codes

		See Appendix 2



		20h..7Fh

		Both

		Character codes

		See Appendix 2



		80h

		Open

		Italics ON

		-



		81h

		Open

		Italics OFF

		-



		82h

		Open

		Underline ON

		-



		83h

		Open

		Underline OFF

		-



		84h

		Open

		Boxing ON

		-



		85h

		Open

		Boxing OFF

		-



		86h..89h

		-

		Reserved for future use

		-



		8Ah

		Both

		CR/LF

		-



		8Bh..8Eh

		-

		Reserved for future use

		-



		8Fh

		Both

		Code for unused space in TF

		-



		90h..9Fh

		-

		Reserved for future use

		-



		A1h..FFh

		Both

		Character codes

		See Appendix 2





Appendix  1   


Character code pages used in the GSI block



This Appendix reproduces the five code pages accepted for used in the General Subtitle Information (GSI) block, in the context of international subtitle exchanges.  These are the five code pages supported by MS-DOS/PC-DOS, version 3.3.
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Code Page 437 (United States)
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Code page 850 (Multilingual)
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Code page 860 (Portugal)
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Code Page 863 (Canada-French)
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Code page 865 (Norway)

Appendix  2

Character code tables used in TTI blocks
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Notes:

(1) The SPACE character is located on position 20h of the code table


(2) NBSP = no-break space

(3) SHY = soft hyphen


Character code table 00 – Latin alphabet
(from ISO 6937/2-1983, Addendum 1-1989)
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Note: For the Ruthenian language, the characters in code positions Ah/5h (S) and Fh/5h (s) are replaced by Ґ and ґ, respectively

Character code table 01 - Latin/Cyrillic alphabet
(from ISO 8859/5-1988)
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Character code table 02 - Latin/Arabic alphabet
(from ISO 8859/6-1987)
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Character code table 03 - Latin/Greek alphabet
From ISO 8859/7-1987
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Character code table 04 - Latin/Hebrew alphabet
From ISO 8859/8-1988
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Notes


(1) Presumed at the start of each display row


(2) Action "set at" other are "set after"


(3) Two consecutive codes are sent, actio takes place between them


(4) No action at level 1


(5) Reserved code


Control characters for teletext subtitles
(reproduced from EBU document Tech. 3240)


Appendix  3

Code table for languages used in TTI blocks  



This Appendix lists the codes used in the Language Code (LC) field of the GSI block.  These codes indicate the language used in the Text Field of the Text and Timing Information (TTI) blocks.  The codes are identical to those used in the systems of the MAC/packet family, and are reproduced from the EBU specification for these systems [3].


European languages written in Latin-based alphabets


		Code

		Language

		Code

		Language

		Code

		Language



		00

		Unknown/not applicable

		16

		Lappish

		2C

		



		01

		Albanian

		17

		Latin

		2D

		



		02

		Breton

		18

		Latvian

		2E

		



		03

		Catalan

		19

		Luxembourgian

		2F

		



		04

		Croatian

		1A

		Lithuanian

		30

		



		05

		Welsh

		1B

		Hungarian

		31

		



		06

		Czech

		1C

		Maltese

		32

		



		07

		Danish

		1D

		Dutch

		33

		



		08

		German

		1E

		Norwegian

		34

		



		09

		English

		1F

		Occitan

		35

		



		0A

		Spanish

		20

		Polish

		36

		



		0B

		Esperanto

		21

		Portugese

		37

		Reserved for



		0C

		Estonian

		22

		Romanian

		38

		national assignment



		0D

		Basque

		23

		Romansh

		39

		



		0E

		Faroese

		24

		Serbian

		3A

		



		0F

		French

		25

		Slovak

		3B

		



		10

		Frisian

		26

		Slovenian

		3C

		



		11

		Irish

		27

		Finnish

		3D

		



		12

		Gaelic

		28

		Swedish

		3E

		



		13

		Galician

		29

		Turkish

		3F

		



		14

		Icelandic

		2A

		Flemish

		

		



		15

		Italian

		2B

		Wallon

		

		





Other languages


		Code

		Language

		Code

		Language

		Code

		Language



		7F

		Amharic

		69

		Japanese

		53

		Shona



		7E

		Arabic

		68

		Kannada

		52

		Sinhalese



		7D

		Armenian

		67

		Kazakh

		51

		Somali



		7C

		Assamese

		66

		Khmer

		50

		Sranan Tongo



		7B

		Azerbaijani

		65

		Korean

		4F

		Swahili



		7A

		Bambora

		64

		Laotian

		4E

		Tadzhik



		79

		Bielorussian

		63

		Macedonian

		4D

		Tamil



		78

		Bengali

		62

		Malagasay

		4C

		Tatar



		77

		Bulgarian

		61

		Malaysian

		4B

		Telugu



		76

		Burmese

		60

		Moldavian

		4A

		Thai



		75

		Chinese

		5F

		Marathi

		49

		Ukrainian



		74

		Churash

		5E

		Ndebele

		48

		Urdu



		73

		Dari

		5D

		Nepali

		47

		Uzbek



		72

		Fulani

		5C

		Oriya

		46

		Vietnamese



		71

		Georgian

		5B

		Papamiento

		45

		Zulu



		70

		Greek

		5A

		Persian

		44

		



		6F

		Gujurati

		59

		Punjabi

		43

		



		6E

		Gurani

		58

		Pushtu

		42

		



		6D

		Hausa

		57

		Quechua

		41

		



		6C

		Hebrew

		56

		Russian

		40

		



		6B

		Hindi

		55

		Ruthenian

		

		



		6A

		Indonesian

		54

		Serbo-croat

		

		






Appendix  4

3-letter codes for use in the CO field



The three-letter (�Alpha-3") codes given in the table below are for use in the Country of Origin (CO) field of the GSI block.  The codes are those given in ISO Standard 3166-1988 [5].  The country names indicated here are not necessarily the official names of the countries or territories.  The information given here does not imply, on the part of the European Broadcasting Union, any opinion regarding the political status of these countries or territories. 


		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country

		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country



		AAA-AAZ

		private use, see note 2

		BHR

		Bahrain



		ABW

		Aruba

		BHS

		Bahamas



		AFG

		Afghanistan

		BLZ

		Belize



		AGO

		Angola

		BMU

		Bermuda



		AIA

		Anguilla

		BOL

		Bolivia



		ALB

		Albania

		BRA

		Brazil



		AND

		Andorra

		BRB

		Barbados



		ANT

		Netherlands Antilles

		BRN

		Brunei Darussalam



		ARE

		United Arab Emirates

		BTN

		Bhutan



		ARG

		Argentina

		BUR

		Burma



		ASM

		American Samoa

		BVT

		Bouvet Island



		ATA

		Antarctica

		BWA

		Botswana



		ATF

		French Southern Territories

		BYS

		Byelorussian SSR



		ATG

		Antigua and Barbuda

		CAF

		Central African Republic



		ATN

		See ATA

		CAN

		Canada



		AUS

		Australia

		CCK

		Cocos (Keeling) Islands



		AUT

		Austria

		CHE

		Switzerland



		BDI

		Burundi

		CHL

		Chile



		BEL

		Belgium

		CHN

		China



		BEN

		Benin

		CIV

		Côte d’Ivoire



		BFA

		Burkina Faso

		CMR

		Cameroon



		BGD

		Bangladesh

		COG

		Congo



		BGR

		Bulgaria

		COK

		Cook Islands





		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country

		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country



		COL

		Colombia

		GUF

		French Guinea



		COM

		Comoros

		GUM

		Guam



		CPV

		Cape Verde

		GUY

		Guyana



		CRI

		Costa Rica

		HKG

		Hong Kong



		CSK

		Czechoslovakia

		HMD

		Heard and Mc Donald Islands



		(CTE)

		See KIR

		HND

		Honduras



		CUB

		Cuba

		HTI

		Haiti



		CXR

		Christmas Island

		HUN

		Hungary



		CYM

		Cayman Islands

		(HVO)

		See BFA



		CYP

		Cyprus

		IDN

		Indonesia



		DDR

		German Democratic Republic

		IDN

		India



		DEU

		Germany, Federal Republic of

		IOT

		British Indian Ocean Territory



		DJI

		Djibouti

		IRL

		Ireland



		DMA

		Dominica

		IRN

		Iran



		DNK

		Denmark

		IRQ

		Iraq



		DOM

		Dominican Republic

		ISL

		Iceland



		DZA

		Algeria

		ISR

		Israel



		ECU

		Ecuador

		ITA

		Italy



		EGY

		Egypt

		JAM

		Jamaica



		ESH

		Western Sahara

		JOR

		Jordan



		ESP

		Spain

		JPN

		Japan



		ETH

		Ethiopia

		(JTN)

		See UMI



		FIN

		Finland

		KEN

		Kenya



		FJI

		Fiji

		DHM

		Kampuchea, Democratic



		FLK

		Falkland Islands (Malvinas)

		KIR

		Kiribati



		FRA

		France

		KNA

		Saint Kitts and Nevis



		FRO

		Faroe Islands

		KOR

		Korea, Republic of



		FSM

		Micronesia

		KWT

		Kuwait



		GAB

		Gabon

		LAO

		Lao, People’s Democratic Republic of 



		GBR

		United Kingdom

		LBN

		Lebanon



		GHA

		Ghana

		LBR

		Liberia



		GIB

		Gibraltar

		LBY

		Libyan Arab Jamahiriya



		GIN

		Guinea

		LCA

		Saint Lucia



		GLP

		Guadeloupe

		LIE

		Liechtenstein



		GMB

		Gambia

		LKA

		Sri Lanka



		GNB

		Guinea-Bissau

		LSO

		Lesotho



		GNQ

		Equatorial Guinea

		LUX

		Luxembourg



		GRC

		Greece

		MAC

		Macau



		GRD

		Grenada

		MAR

		Morocco



		GRL

		Greenland

		MCO

		Monaco



		GTM

		Guatemala

		MDG

		Madagascar





		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country

		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country



		MDV

		Maldives

		PRK

		Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of



		MEX

		Mexico

		PRT

		Portugal



		MHL

		Marshall Islands

		PRY

		Paraguay



		(MID)

		See UMI

		(PUS)

		See UMI



		MLI

		Mali

		PYF

		French Polynesia



		MLT

		Malta

		QAT

		Qatar



		MNG

		Mongolia

		QMA-QZZ

		private use, see note 2



		MNP

		Nothern Mariana Islands

		REU

		Réunion



		MOZ

		Mozambique

		ROM

		Romania



		MRT

		Mauritania

		RWA

		Rwanda



		MSR

		Montserrat

		SAU

		Saudi Arabia



		MTQ

		Martinique

		SDN

		Sudan



		MUS

		Mauritius

		SEN

		Senegal



		MWI

		Malawi

		SGP

		Singapore



		MYS

		Malaysia

		SHN

		St. Helena



		NAM

		Namibia

		SJM

		Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands



		NCL

		New Caledonia

		SLB

		Solomon Islands



		NER

		Niger

		SLE

		Sierra Leone



		NFK

		Norfolk Island

		SLV

		El Salvador



		NGA

		Nigeria

		SMR

		San Marino



		NIC

		Nicaragua

		SOM

		Somalia



		NIU

		Niue

		SPM

		St. Pierre and Miquelon



		NLD

		Netherlands

		STP

		Sao Tome and Principé



		NOR

		Norway

		SUN

		USSR



		NPL

		Nepal

		SUR

		Surinam



		NRU

		Nauru

		SWE

		Sweden



		NTZ

		Neutral Zone

		SWZ

		Swaziland



		NZL

		New Zealand

		SYC

		Seychelles



		OMN

		Oman

		SYR

		Syrian Arab Republic



		OOO

		escape code, see note 3

		TCA

		Turks and Caicos Islands



		PAK

		Pakistan

		TCD

		Chad



		PAN

		Panama

		TGO

		Togo



		(PCI)

		See FSM, MHL, MNP and PLW

		THA

		Thailand



		PCN

		Pitcairn

		TKL

		Tokelau



		PER

		Peru

		TMP

		East Timor



		PHL

		Philippines

		TON

		Tonga



		PLW

		Palau

		TTO

		Trinidad and Tobago



		PNG

		Papua New Guinea

		TUN

		Tunisia



		POL

		Poland

		TUR

		Turkey



		PRI

		Puerto Rico

		TUV

		Tuvalu





		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country

		ISO “Alpha-3” code

		
Country



		TWN

		Taiwan, Province of China

		VUT

		Vanuatu



		TZA

		Tanzania, United Republic of

		(WAK)

		See UMI



		UGA

		Uganda

		WLF

		Wallis and Futuna Islands



		UKR

		Ukrainian SSR

		WSM

		Samoa



		UMI

		United States Minor Outlying Islands  

		XAA-XZZ

		private use, see note 2



		URY

		Uruguay

		YEM

		Yemen



		USA

		United States

		YMD

		Yemen, Democratic



		VAT

		Vatican City State (Holy See)

		YUG

		Yugoslavia



		 VCT

		Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

		ZAF

		South Africa



		VEN

		Venezuela

		ZAR

		Zaire



		VGB

		Virgin Islands (British)

		ZMB

		Zambia



		VIR

		Virgin Islands (U.S.)

		ZWE

		Zimbabwe



		VNM

		Viet Nam 

		ZZA-ZZZ

		private use, see note 2





Notes (relevant only in the context of the EBU subtitle data exchange format): 


1.
Codes shown in brackets were formerly attributed to certain countries.  The new codes should be used instead (e.g. UMI should always replace WAK).


2.
Codes in the series AAA-AAZ, QMA-QZZ, XAA-XZZ, and ZZA-ZZZ should not be used in the CO field.


3.
The escape code OOO should not be used in the CO field.
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Conformance Notation


This document contains both normative text and informative text.


All text is normative except for that in the Introduction, Examples, any section explicitly labelled as ‘Informative’ or individual paragraphs which start with ‘Note:’.


Normative text describes indispensable or mandatory elements. It contains the conformance keywords ‘shall’, ‘should’ or ‘may’, defined as follows:


		‘Shall’ and ‘shall not’:

		Indicate requirements to be followed strictly and from which no deviation is permitted in order to conform to the document.



		‘Should’ and ‘should not’:

		Indicate that, among several possibilities, one is recommended as particularly suitable, without mentioning or excluding others.



		

		OR indicate that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required.



		

		OR indicate that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is deprecated but not prohibited.



		‘May’ and ‘need not’:

		Indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the document.





Default identifies mandatory (in phrases containing “shall”) or recommended (in phrases containing “should”) presets that can, optionally, be overwritten by user action or supplemented with other options in advanced applications. Mandatory defaults must be supported. The support of recommended defaults is preferred, but not necessarily required.


Informative text is potentially helpful to the user, but it is not indispensable and it does not affect the normative text. Informative text does not contain any conformance keywords.


A conformant implementation is one which includes all mandatory provisions (‘shall’) and, if implemented, all recommended provisions (‘should’) as described. A conformant implementation need not implement optional provisions (‘may’) and need not implement them as described.
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Status of this document (Informative)

This document is a stable document and may be used as reference material or cited from another document.


This document is the first part of a series of EBU‑TT (EBU Timed Text) documents. The full list of planned EBU‑TT documents is given below.


Part 1: EBU‑TT Subtitling format definition


Introduction to EBU‑TT and definition of the XML based format.


Part 2: STL (Tech 3264) Mapping to EBU‑TT 

How EBU‑TT provides backwards compatibility with EBU STL.


Part 3: Live subtitling


How to use EBU‑TT for the production of live subtitles.


Part 4: Annotation


How EBU‑TT can be used in future scenarios for ‘authoring of intent’.


Part 5: User Guide


General guide (‘How to use EBU‑TT’).


XML Schema (Informative)

An example of an XML Schema (ebu-tt-v1.0-xml-schema.zip) will be available for free download from the following web page - http://tech.ebu.ch/ebu-tt.

Editor’s note:
Exceptionally, for consistency throughout this document the American               English spellings ‘color’ and ‘center’ have been used.
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Keywords: subtitling, STL, XML, W3C, TTML, DFXP, captions, EBU Timed Text.

Scope (Informative)

Subtitles are created, edited, exchanged and archived in many different ways. At one extreme subtitles may be closely linked to the video, e.g. as burned-in (so‑called open, or forced) subtitles in the video, at the other extreme they may be loosely coupled to the audio/video essence (e.g. stored on an external storage medium and associated with the video at the moment of playout/viewing).


The aim of this publication is to specify an XML based archiving and interchange format for subtitles as follow-up to the currently widely used EBU STL format (EBU Tech 3264) [1]. The EBU has developed a recommendation on transport of subtitles using MXF in an IT‑Based Television Production Environment (EBU R 133) [2] and has been investigating implementations that are in use today. Harmonization is needed to obtain predictable and reliable results when interchanging subtitle files and when integrating new products into TV production environments.


Definition of terms


Captions and subtitles


The term “captions” describes on screen text for use by deaf and hard of hearing audiences. Captions include indications of the speakers and relevant sound effects.


The term “subtitles” describes on screen text for translation purposes.


For easier reading only the term “subtitles” is used in this specification as the EBU‑TT file representation for captions and subtitles is identical.

In this specification the term “captions” may be used interchangeably for the term “subtitles” (except where noted).


Active video

The term “active video” (known alias: Production Aperture) refers to the portion of the video signal that is used to carry picture information, as specified in SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009 Chapter 4 [10].


Active image


The term “active image” refers to the portion of the video picture area that is being utilized for programme content, as specified in SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009 Chapter 4. The active image excludes letter‑box bars and pillar‑box bars.


1.
Introduction

1.1
Background


The introduction of higher resolution television formats (HDTV), user demands for improved presentation, the switch to file-based production workflows and the multiplication of web-based distribution mechanisms, require a new XML based subtitling format that can retain its timing characteristics during the creation and transport of subtitles.

The introduction of HDTV has created new expectations, including displaying subtitles in different and more user-friendly ways. This recommendation aims to support these new requirements.


To enhance the quality of the subtitler’s work more efficient automation processes are needed, allowing a subtitler to add value to the subtitles by using his contextual knowledge, cultural awareness and special skills.


Reliable exchange mechanisms are especially important for the creation of subtitles, which often takes place in external production houses or at home using a wide variety of different platforms and applications.


1.2
EBU‑TT as exchange format


EBU‑TT is intended as general purpose exchange format for subtitles and supports Unicode characters. As an exchange format EBU‑TT intrinsically also is an archiving format (see Figure 1).


[image: image1.png]

Figure 1: Subtitle workflow with EBU‑TT

1.3
Relation to other specifications


EBU‑TT uses a subset of the vocabulary provided by the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3]. This W3C standard was formerly known as “Timed Text (TT) Authoring Format 1.0 – Distribution Format Exchange Profile (DFXP)”.

The EBU‑TT format is intended to constrain the features provided by TTML, especially to make EBU‑TT more suitable for the use with broadcast video and web video applications.


Valid EBU‑TT documents are, by definition of the W3C TTML Specification, valid W3C TTML documents. Note however that it is possible to construct valid W3C TTML documents that are not valid EBU‑TT documents.


Like the EBU‑TT specification, the SMPTE Standard ST 2052‑1:2010 (SMPTE-TT) [4] is derived from TTML too. Valid EBU‑TT documents are, by the definition of the SMPTE-Standard, valid SMPTE‑TT documents but it is possible to construct valid SMPTE‑TT documents that are not valid EBU‑TT documents.


2.
Generic constraints


The EBU‑TT format defines constraints for an XML document instance. A valid EBU‑TT XML document has to comply with the generic constraints in § 2 and the document structure defined in § 3.


Note:
To facilitate the implementation of EBU‑TT, a W3C XML Schema (in the following XML Schema) is published together with the EBU‑TT specification.


Although all efforts have been made to ensure that the XML Schema reflects the generic constraints and that the document structure detailed in this specification is as good as it can be, it is informative, not normative. This is not an error in design but a result of the limitation of XML Schema 1.0 in the expression of XML document constraints. Because of this limitation the automatic validation with an EBU‑TT XML Schema can produce ‘false positive validations’, which means that an XML document can validate against the EBU‑TT XML Schema even if it does not comply with a certain constraint or constraints in the EBU‑TT specification.


One example of a constraint that cannot be expressed in an XML Schema is the dependency between a value that uses a pixel‑based length expression and the requirement to use the tts:extent attribute on the tt:tt root element
(see tts:extent (attribute) in § 3).


2.1
Namespaces


The following external namespaces from the W3C TTML specification shall be used for the TTML elements and attributes in EBU‑TT: 


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		TT

		tt:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml



		TT Parameter

		ttp:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter



		TT Style

		tts:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#styling



		TT Metadata

		ttm:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata





The following namespaces shall be used for the assignment of XML Schema datatypes:


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		XML Schema

		xs:

		http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema





The following namespaces shall be used for the EBU‑TT specific vocabulary:


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		EBU‑TT Metadata

		ebuttm:

		urn:ebu:tt:metadata



		EBU‑TT Styling

		ebutts:

		urn:ebu:tt:style



		EBU‑TT Datatypes

		ebuttdt:

		urn:ebu:tt:datatypes





Note:
Although any prefix can be used to bind the namespaces in an XML document the use of the prefixes listed above is recommended.


If attributes in this document are defined without prefix they are not in any namespace.


2.2
Extensibility

The following EBU‑TT elements may contain zero or one tt:metadata XE "tt\:metadata (element)"  child element(s): 


· tt:head


· tt:styling


· tt:style


· tt:layout


· tt:region


· tt:body


· tt:div


· tt:p


· tt:span


· tt:br


If an element has a tt:metadata as child element, tt:metadata shall appear before all other child elements that are defined for this element by EBU‑TT (see § 3 “Document Structure”).


Every tt:metadata element may be extended by zero or more elements as children. These elements, their attributes and their XML Content shall not be in a namespace defined by the W3C TTML specification or in a namespace defined in the EBU‑TT specification.

Exceptions to this rule are as follows:

1) tt:metadata as child element of tt:head shall have one ebuttm:documentMetadata element

2) tt:metadata as child element of tt:head may have zero or more ebuttm:binaryData elements.

3) tt:metadata as child element of tt:head may have zero or more ttm:agent elements.

4) any tt:metadata element may have zero or one ttm:title element(s) and/or zero or one ttm:desc element(s).

2.3
Initial values


TTML defines initial values for certain attributes that act as fallback values in case a value cannot be computed from a specified value in the document.


Note:
One example is the attribute tts:textAlignment. If an EBU‑TT document does not specify the text-alignment for a subtitle text then the initial value shall be “center”.


For most of the attributes in EBU‑TT, the initial values from TTML are adopted. In case EBU‑TT overwrites the initial value of a certain attribute, it is highlighted in the description of the corresponding attribute in § 3 “Document Structure”.

For completeness, all initial values that are used by EBU‑TT are listed in Annex C “Initial Values of TTML and EBU‑TT attributes”.


Note:
To clarify the intention of the author of an EBU‑TT document it is recommended that attributes and their values be explicitly specified rather than relying on their initial values.


2.4
Compatibility with TTML timing model


With the constraints defined in EBU‑TT the time containers tt:body and tt:div have, according to the TTML event based timing model, no specified duration. However, in EBU‑TT the time expressions in the begin and end attributes of their children elements (tt:p and tt:span) may nonetheless activate and deactivate the enclosed subtitle content.


2.5
Unicode support


EBU‑TT processing and transformation engines should support Unicode characters and the Unicode bidirectional algorithm (UAX9) [6].


2.6
White space handling


To indicate the authors’ intent in the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added to a tt:tt, tt:p or tt:span element.


In accordance with the W3C XML 1.0 Specification [7], the value “default” signals that the default white-space processing modes of the processing application are acceptable for this element; the value "preserve" indicates the intent that applications preserve all the white space.


This declared intent is considered to apply to all elements within the content of the element where it is specified, unless overridden with another instance of the xml:space attribute.


3.
Document Structure

The order of content in this specification of the EBU‑TT format follows the structure of an EBU‑TT document instance. The levels within this specification document reflect the nested structure of an EBU‑TT document.


The formal definition of how the EBU‑TT specification uses EBU‑TT‑ ,TTML‑ and XML‑ vocabulary is presented in tabular form. When using this specification, the definition of the use of an element or attribute shall be interpreted relative to the position in the document instance.


Example:


The definition of the use of the xml:id attribute in § 3.1.2.1 “Style” specifies only the use of the xml:id attribute on the tt:style element.

Definitions used within this specification:


		Type:

		Constraints of the Information structure of an XML element or XML attribute. The type can be further constrained through Enumerations and normative text in the description.



		Enumeration:

		Enumerated values that shall be used for certain elements or attributes of type xs:string.



		Cardinality:

		How often an element or attribute may be used inside the corresponding parent element. If the lower bound is greater than 0 (e.g. “1..1” or “1..*”) the element or attribute is mandatory at this position of the document structure. If the lower bound is equal to 0 (e.g. “0..1” or “0..*”) the element or attribute is optional at this position of the document structure.





Every EBU‑TT document instance shall start with the tt:tt element. In XML terms this element is the root element of the document.


tt:tt (element) XE "tt\:tt (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Root element.





The following attributes may be specified on the tt:tt element.


To indicate the authors’ intent in the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added.


xml:space (attribute) XE "xml\:space (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the author’s intent in the handling of white space within the content of the EBU‑TT document.





EBU‑TT uses the following parameters from TTML to give information on how the timing information in an EBU‑TT document should be interpreted. If present, these attributes shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


ttp:timeBase (attribute) XE "ttp\:timeBase (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“smpte” | “media”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		The timebase defines the time coordinate system for all time expressions in EBU‑TT. 

If the timebase is “smpte” time expressions of begin and end attributes of the subtitle content shall be interpreted in the time coordinate system of SMPTE 12M-1-2008 and shall be of type ebuttdt:smpteTimingType.

Additionally if the timebase is “smpte” the attributes ttp:markerMode and ttp:dropMode shall be specified on the tt:element.


If the timebase is “media” then all time expressions of begin and end attributes of the subtitle content shall denote a coordinate on the time line of a media object and shall be of type ebuttdt:mediaTimingType.

Note:
The timebase “media” is intended to use the playtime of the associated video as reference.





ttp:frameRate (attribute) XE "ttp\:frameRate (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:positiveInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The frame rate used to interpret time expressions of type ebuttdt:smpteTimingType . The frame rate applies to the entire document instance.


If the timebase is “smpte” the ttp:frameRate shall be specified.


Sample Value: “25”





ttp:frameRateMultiplier (attribute) XE "ttp\:frameRateMultiplier (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:frameRateMultiplierType  XE "ebuttdt\:framerateMultiplierType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Multiplier that shall be applied to the frame rate specified by a ttp:frameRate attribute in order to compute the effective frame rate. If the frame rate is a whole number of frames per second the value for the ttp:frameRateMultiplier attribute shall be “1 1”.

If the timebase is “smpte” the ttp:frameRateMultiplier shall be specified.


Example:


The frame rate multiplier used for synchronizing with video objects at 30 frames per second is nominally 1000:1001.


The value for the ttp:frameRateMultiplier attribute would accordingly be “1000 1001”.





ttp:markerMode (attribute) XE "ttp\:markerMode (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“discontinuous”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		If the timebase is “smpte” ttp:markerMode shall be specified and shall have the value “discontinuous”. The value “discontinuous” implies that this EBU‑TT document is using the marker mode of operation and no assumption may be made regarding linearity or monotonicity of time coordinates.

Note: 
The value “discontinuous” does not necessarily imply non-linearities in the timeline of the associated video. It is meant as a reminder that, in general, time expressions must be understood as markers and that there are no guarantees that calculations of duration and intervals between markers based on the timecode values alone are correct.





ttp:dropMode (attribute) XE "ttp\:dropMode (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		"nonDrop" | "dropNTSC" | "dropPAL"



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ttp:dropMode specifies constraints on the interpretation and use of frame counts that correspond with time expressions of type ebuttdt:smpteTimingType. The attribute shall be specified when the value of the ttp:timebase attribute is "smpte".


When the timebase is "smpte" and the calculation of the framerate from the ttp:frameRate and ttp:frameRateMultiplier results in an integer framerate then ttp:dropMode shall always be "nonDrop".


The semantics of the values "nonDrop", "dropNTSC" and "dropPAL" are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].





If an EBU‑TT document instance uses the ‘cell’ measurement unit (e.g. as part of a tts:fontsize attribute value) then the ttp:cellResolution attribute shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


ttp:cellResolution (attribute) XE "ttp\:cellResolution (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:cellResolutionType XE "ebuttdt\:cellResolutionType"



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Expresses a virtual visual grid composed of horizontal and vertical cells. This grid divides the active video (see “Definition of terms”) in rows and columns.


The first value defines the number of columns and the second value defines the number of rows.


In contrast to TTML the initial value of this attribute shall not be “32 15”, but “40 24” (in accordance with ETS 300 706) [8].


Note: 
The resulting grid is intended for the purpose of measuring length and expressing coordinates. It does not imply a “pigeonhole” grid where one character is placed into one cell. This is possible but would require the use of a monospaced font and a font size that exactly matches the cell size.





If an EBU‑TT document instance uses the ‘pixel’ measurement unit (e.g. as part of a tts:fontsize attribute value) then the tts:extent attribute shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


tts:extent (attribute) XE "tts\:extent (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:extentType  XE "ebuttdt\:extentType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Defines the width and height of the active video (see “Definition of terms”) the subtitles were authored for. Only length expressions in pixels shall be used.
Sample Value: “1280px 720px”





To identify the language that the subtitles are prepared for, the xml:lang attribute shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


xml:lang (attribute) XE "xml\:lang (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		STL mapping

		Language Code (LC)



		Description

		The language for which the EBU‑TT document is prepared. The empty string may be used to indicate that no language information is available. The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 § 2.12, “Language Identification” [7]. Sample Values: “en”, “en-US” or “de”.





3.1
Head


The head section of an EBU‑TT document carries information needed by a subtitling device to correctly present or render the contained subtitles. Specific layout and styling information shall be placed in the head of an EBU‑TT document. The subtitle blocks in the body reference this information.


Furthermore, the head section shall contain metadata information.


tt:head (element) XE "tt\:head (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container element that groups styling, layout and metadata information.






3.1.1
Metadata in tt:head

The tt:metadata element inside the tt:head element is used as a generic container for metadata information that applies to the whole document.

The content model defined in this section shall apply only to the use of the tt:metadata element inside the tt:head element.

tt:metadata (element) XE "tt\:metadata (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Generic metadata container.





3.1.1.1
Document metadata

The ebuttm:documentMetadata element is used for EBU‑TT specific metadata that applies to the whole EBU‑TT document. The ebuttm:documentMetadata element and all the children elements of ebuttm:documentMetadata defined in this section shall be used only in the head section of an EBU‑TT document.


ebuttm:documentMetadata (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentMetadata (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container of the EBU‑TT metadata.





As children of the ebuttm:documentMetadata element, the following new metadata elements are defined by EBU‑TT:


ebuttm:documentEbuttVersion (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentEbuttVersion (element)"

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“v1.0”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		The version of the EBU‑TT standard used by the document instance.





ebuttm:documentIdentifier (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentIdentifier (element)"

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Identifier for an EBU‑TT document that may be used as external reference to an EBU‑TT document. The format of the identifier may be an URI.





ebuttm:documentOriginatingSystem (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentOriginatingSystem (element)"

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Software and version used to create the EBU‑TT document.





ebuttm:documentCopyright (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentCopyright (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The copyright of the document.
Sample Value: “© EBU 2011”





ebuttm:documentReadingSpeed (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentReadingSpeed (element)" 

		Type

		xs:positiveInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The intended reading speed for the subtitles in words per minute.





ebuttm:documentTargetAspectRatio (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTargetAspectRatio (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The aspect ratio of the video the EBU‑TT document was authored for, in width by height.


Sample Value: “4:3”





ebuttm:documentTargetActiveFormatDescriptor (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTargetActiveFormatDescriptor (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The code for the Active Format Descriptor (AFD) that specifies the active image in the active video (see “Definition of terms”). The code shall be one of the AFD codes specified in SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009 “Format for Active Format Description and Bar Data” Table 1. [10]


If the AFD code is specified the ebuttm:documentTargetAspectRatio element shall be specified and shall have the value “4:3” or “16:9”.

Sample Value: “0010” for full frame 16:9 image.





ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentIntendedTargetBarData (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		When an ebuttm:documentTargetActiveFormatDescriptor element is used in an EBU-TT document, an ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData element may be used whenever the AFD alone is insufficient to describe the extent of the image (i.e. AFD values 0000 and 0100). The Bar Data shall be specified in accordance with SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009 “Format for Active Format Description and Bar Data” Table 3.





The ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData element shall have the position attribute.


position (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“topBottom” | “leftRight” 



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Bar Data shall be defined in pairs, either top and bottom bars or left and right bars, but not both pairs at once. Bars may be unequal in size. One bar of a pair may be zero width or height.


If the position attribute has the value “topBottom” then the ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData element shall also contain the lineNumberEndOfTopBar and lineNumberStartOfBottomBar attributes.


If the position attribute has the value “leftRight” then the ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData element shall also contain the pixelNumberEndOfLeftBar and pixelNumberStartOfRightBar attributes.





The ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData element may have the following attributes.

lineNumberEndOfTopBar (attribute)


		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Last line of a horizontal letter‑box bar area at the top of the reconstructed frame. Designation of line numbers shall be based on the video standards and information specified in accordance with SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009. All Bar Data values shall be stated in values appropriate to a progressive frame system.





lineNumberStartOfBottomBar (attribute)


		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		First line of a horizontal letter‑box bar area at the bottom of the reconstructed frame. Designation of line numbers shall be based on the video standards and information specified in accordance with SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009. All Bar Data values shall be stated in values appropriate to a progressive frame system.





pixelNumberEndOfLeftBar (attribute)


		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Last horizontal luminance sample of a vertical pillar‑box bar area at the left side of the reconstructed frame. Pixels shall be numbered from zero, starting with the leftmost pixel, based on the video standards and information specified in accordance with SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009.





pixelNumberStartOfRightBar (attribute)


		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		First horizontal luminance sample of a vertical pillar‑box bar area at the right side of the reconstructed frame. Pixels shall be numbered from zero, starting with the leftmost pixel, based on the video standards and information specified in accordance with SMPTE ST 2016‑1:2009.





ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetFormat (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentIntendedTargetFormat (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the subtitle format an author had in mind when authoring an EBU‑TT document or transforming another format to an EBU‑TT document.


The value may be the text form of a term in a classification scheme. This representation is also referred to as “label”.


Sample Value: “WSTTeletextSubtitles” or “DVBSubtitles”





The ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetFormat element may have a link attribute to reference a term in a classification scheme.

link (attribute)


		Type

		xs:anyURI



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Reference to a term in a classification scheme.





The following metadata elements support the information that is present in the GSI block of the EBU‑STL specification (EBU Tech 3264). EBU‑TT has adopted the semantics from EBU Tech 3264.


ebuttm:documentOriginalProgrammeTitle (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentOriginalProgrammeTitle (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Original Programme Title (OPT)



		Description

		The programme title in the original language.





ebuttm:documentOriginalEpisodeTitle (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentOriginalEpisodeTitle (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Original Episode Title (OET)



		Description

		The title of the episode of the programme in the original language.





ebuttm:documentTranslatedProgrammeTitle (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTranslatedProgrammeTitle (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Translated Programme Title (TPT)



		Description

		The programme title in the local language.





ebuttm:documentTranslatedEpisodeTitle (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTranslatedEpisodeTitle (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Translated Episode Title (TET)



		Description

		The title of the episode of the programme in the local language.





ebuttm:documentTranslatorsName (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTranslatorsName (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Multiplicity

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Translator's Name (TN)



		Description

		Name of the translator.





ebuttm:documentTranslatorsContactDetails (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTranslatorsContactDetails (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Translator's Contact Details (TCD)



		Description

		The translator's contact details.





ebuttm:documentSubtitleListReferenceCode (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentSubtitleListReferenceCode (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Subtitle List Reference Code (SLR)



		Description

		Free-format character string which may be used to provide an additional reference for the subtitle list.


Note:
This attribute is provided to support conversion of STL subtitle files and to retain the metadata from the GSI block.





ebuttm:documentCreationDate (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentCreationDate (element)" 

		Type

		xs:date



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Creation Date (CD)



		Description

		The date of creation of the EBU‑TT document.


Sample Value: “2012‑06‑30”





ebuttm:documentRevisionDate (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentRevisionDate (element)" 

		Type

		xs:date



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Revision Date (RD)



		Description

		The date of the most-recent modifications to the EBU‑TT document.





ebuttm:documentRevisionNumber (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentRevisionNumber (element)" 

		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Revision Number (RN)



		Description

		The revision number of the EBU‑TT document may be used to specify a particular version of the subtitle list.





ebuttm:documentTotalNumberOfSubtitles (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentTotalNumberOfSubtitles (element)" 

		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Total Number of Subtitles (TNS)



		Description

		The number of subtitles.





ebuttm:documentMaximumNumberOfDisplayableCharacterInAnyRow (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentMaximumNumberOfDisplayableCharacterInAnyRow (element)" 

		Type

		xs:nonNegativeInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Maximum Number of Displayable Characters in any text row (MNC)



		Description

		Maximum number of characters in any row.





ebuttm:documentStartOfProgramme (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentStartOfProgramme (element)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:smpteTimingType  XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Timecode: Start-of-Programme (TCP)



		Description

		The time code of the first frame of the recorded video signal which is intended for transmission.

Note:
When the referenced start timecode of the video material the subtitles were authored for is greater than 00:00:00:00 (e.g. 10:00:00:00) it is recommended to specify the attribute ebuttm:documentStartOfPrograme.





ebuttm:documentCountryOfOrigin (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentCountryOfOrigin (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Country of Origin (CO)



		Description

		The country of origin of the subtitle list.


The ebuttm:documentCountryOfOrigin element shall not be used as a substitute for the xml:lang attribute of the tt:tt element.


Note:
Although three letter country codes must be supported to be compatible with STL the use of two letter country codes is recommended. The use of ISO3166 country codes “Codes for the representation of names of countries and their subdivisions” [11] is also recommended.





ebuttm:documentPublisher (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentPublisher (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Publisher (PUB)



		Description

		Name of the publisher of the subtitle list.





ebuttm:documentEditorsName (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentEditorsName (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Editor's Name (EN)



		Description

		Name of the editor of the subtitle list.





ebuttm:documentEditorsContactDetails (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentEditorsContactDetails (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		Editor's Contact Details (ECD)



		Description

		Information about the editor named in the metadata element ebuttm:documentEditorsName.





ebuttm:documentUserDefinedArea (element) XE "ebuttm\:documentUserDefinedArea (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		STL mapping

		User-Defined Area (UDA)



		Description

		This field may be used to carry information about the programme or subtitle list, or other relevant details.





3.1.1.2
Binary Data Tunnelling


The ebuttm:binaryData element may be used to transport binary data of the input formats or associated documents used to generate an EBU‑TT document.

Where a sequence of source documents has been used to generate an EBU‑TT document, multiple ebuttm:binaryData elements should be in the same order as the sources were processed.


ebuttm:binaryData (element) XE "ebuttm\:binaryData (element)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..*



		Description

		Container for transporting binary data.
The binary data is encoded in one text string.





The ebuttm:binaryData element shall have the following attributes:

textEncoding (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“BASE64”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Text encoding of the binary data.
The text-encoding shall have the value “BASE64”.





binaryDataType (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Internal format of the binary data.


Any format that is not defined by this document or another EBU Specification shall be prefixed with “x-”.


To indicate that the binary data sent in a document is an STL file, the value “EBU Tech 3264” shall be used.





The ebuttm:binaryData element may have the following attribute:

fileName (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		A filename that may be used to identify the original filename of the tunnelled binary data.





3.1.1.3
TTML metadata elements


As a child element of tt:head, the tt:metadata element may contain zero or more ttm:agent elements.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:agent element are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].


3.1.2
Styling in tt:head


The head section of an EBU‑TT document shall contain one tt:styling element. The tt:styling element is the container for styling information. It shall contain at least one tt:style child element.

tt:styling (element) XE "tt\:styling (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container for styling information.





3.1.2.1
Style


A tt:style element defines a set of style information through style attributes. The tt:div, tt:p and tt:span elements in the body section, that enclose subtitle content, shall only use references to these specific style definitions.


Note:
EBU‑TT uses referenced styling. EBU‑TT does not use the direct specification of style attributes in the subtitle blocks (also known as inline styling).


tt:style (element) XE "tt\:style (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Set of style information.





The tt:style element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document instance. This ID is used by subtitle blocks and regions to reference the style element.


xml:id (attribute) XE "xml\:id (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:style element that is used by other elements for reference.





Note:
The XML attribute xml:id (type xs:ID) is not only used by the tt:style element, but also by the tt:region, tt:div, tt:p and tt:span elements. By definition, a value of type xs:ID must be unique in the entire document. (See the W3C Specification Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 and XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes [9]).


This means, for example, that a tt:style element and a tt:region element must not have the same xml:id attribute value (e.g. “id1”).


To “inherit” style information the tt:style element may itself reference one or more other tt:style elements. To reference these elements, the ID values of the referenced tt:style elements should be listed in the style attribute.


style (attribute) XE "style (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of other style element(s). Style information from the referenced styles shall be inherited. If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





Style information is set using attribute values of the tt:style element.

Note:
The style attributes used in EBU‑TT are a limited subset of the TTML 1.0 W3C recommendation. An EBU‑TT processor is not required to support TTML style attributes that are not used in the EBU‑TT specification.


Style attributes that are not used in EBU‑TT are amongst others tts:display, tts:opacity, tts:visibility, tts:textOutline and tts:zIndex.


In addition to the TTML style attributes listed below, EBU‑TT also defines style attributes for the tt:region element (see § 3.1.3.1 “Region”). The style attributes of the tt:style element as well as the style attributes of the tt:region element shall only appear inside the parent element they are defined for. This means that a style attribute that is defined for the tt:style element shall not appear in a tt:region element and vice versa. The only exception from this rule is the tts:padding attribute. tts:padding may appear both in the tt:style and tt:region element.

EBU‑TT supports the following style information attributes in the tt:style element.

tts:direction (attribute) XE "tts\:direction (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“ltr” | “rtl” 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Directionality if bi-directional text is used.

Note: 
Bi-directional text is text containing text in both text directions, right-to-left (“rtl”) and left-to-right (“ltr”).

The Arabic and Hebrew scripts, notably, are written in a form known as right-to-left (“rtl”), in which writing begins at the right-hand side of a page and concludes at the left-hand side. This is different from the left-to-right (“ltr”) direction used by most languages in the world.





tts:fontFamily (attribute) XE "tts\:fontFamily (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:fontFamilyType  XE "ebuttdt\:fontFamilyType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font-family from which glyphs are selected.





tts:fontSize (attribute) XE "tts\:fontSize (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:fontSizeType XE "ebuttdt\:fontSizeType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The font-size of a glyph.


In contrast to TTML, the initial value of tts:fontSize shall not be “1c”, but “1c 2c”.





tts:lineHeight (attribute) XE "tts\:lineHeight (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:lineHeightType  XE "ebuttdt\:lineHeightType"  



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Inter-baseline separation between line areas.
If the value is "normal" then the line height shall be the same as the largest font size that applies to any descendent element.





tts:textAlign (attribute) XE "tts\:textAlign (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“left” | “center” | “right”| “start” |“end”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment of inline areas in a containing block.


The alignment values “start” and “end” depend on the writing direction of the text which may be specified on a tt:region element with the attribute tts:writingMode.

In contrast to TTML the initial value of tts:textAlign shall not be “start”, but “center”.


Example:

In a left-to-right inline writing direction “start” has the same meaning as “left” alignment while in the top-to-bottom inline writing direction the alignment value “start” expresses “top-alignment”.





tts:color (attribute) XE "tts\:color (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:colorType XE "ebuttdt\:colorType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Foreground color of an area.


Note:
In TTML the initial value for tts:color is implementation dependent. In addition, EBU‑TT recommends that in the absence of end-user preference information, a conformant presentation processor uses white or yellow.





tts:backgroundColor (attribute) XE "tts\:backgroundColor (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:colorType XE "ebuttdt\:colorType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Background color of a region, a block area generated by a tt:p element or an inline area generated by a tt:span element.





tts:fontStyle (attribute) XE "tts\:fontStyle (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “italic”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font style that applies to glyphs.





tts:fontWeight (attribute) XE "tts\:fontWeight (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “bold”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font weight that applies to glyphs.





tts:textDecoration (attribute) XE "tts\:textDecoration (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“none” | “underline”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Whether a glyph is underlined.





tts:unicodeBidi (attribute) XE "tts\:unicodeBidi (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “embed” | “bidiOverride”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Directional embedding or override according to the Unicode bidirectional algorithm. (see [6])





tts:padding (attribute) XE "tts\:padding (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:paddingType XE "ebuttdt\:paddingType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Padding (or inset) space on all sides of a block area generated by a tt:p element or an inline area generated by a tt:span element.

The padding property shall not be inherited. To apply padding to tt:p and tt:span elements, a tt:style element shall be referenced by tt:p or tt:span.

Note:
As the padding property cannot be inherited it applies only to a tt:p or a tt:span element if these element directly reference a style set with a corresponding padding attribute.


The application of padding to the tt:p and tt:span elements is different to TTML, where padding applies just to the tt:region. So although this difference does not create any syntatic incompabilities TTML processors may ignore the application of padding to tt:p and tt:span elements.





In addition to the style attributes from TTML the new style attribute ebutts:multiRowAlign is defined by EBU‑TT. The ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute defines how multiple ‘rows’ of inline areas are aligned within a containing block area. See Annex A for a detailed description of how the attribute can be used.


ebutts:multiRowAlign (attribute) XE "ebutts\:multiRowAlign (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“start” | “center” | “end” | “auto”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment of multiple ‘rows’ of inline areas within a containing block area.





Note:
Although the TTML styling attributes tts:wrapOption, tts:showBackground and tts:overflow are not part of the EBU‑TT specification, some clarification is needed as to how a processor ought to handle the presentation characteristics that are targeted by these attributes.


The tts:wrapOption attribute is used in TTML to specify whether or not automatic line wrapping (breaking) applies. In TTML the initial value for tts:wrapOption is “wrap”. This means that, by default, automatic line wrapping must be applied. In contrast to TTML, EBU‑TT recommends that an EBU‑TT processor does not rely upon automatic line wrapping by default. If line wrapping is required, an explicit line break ought to be inserted by using the tt:br element.


The tts:overflow attribute is used in TTML to specify if text in a region area must be clipped if it overflows the extent of the region. The initial value in TTML for tts:overflow is “hidden”. In contrast to TTML, EBU‑TT recommends that an EBU‑TT processor presents as much active content as possible even if the bounds of the region are exceeded.


The tts:showBackground attribute is used in TTML to specify when the background color of a region is present. The initial value of tts:showBackground is “always”. In contrast to TTML, EBU‑TT recommends that an EBU‑TT processor only presents the background color while active content is present in a region. This recommended default behaviour is expressed in TTML when tts:showBackground has the value “whenActive”.


3.1.3
Layout in tt:head


The EBU‑TT head section shall contain one tt:layout element. The tt:layout element is a container element for layout information and shall contain at least one tt:region child element.


tt:layout (element) XE "tt\:layout (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container for region elements.





3.1.3.1
Region


A tt:region element defines a space or an area in which subtitle content is to be placed. It specifies a set of layout information through attributes. To apply this layout information, tt:div and tt:p elements may reference a region.


tt:region (element) XE "tt\:region (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Defines a space or area for the display of subtitle content.





The tt:region element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document instance. It is used by subtitle blocks (tt:div element or tt:p element) to refer to a particular layout.


xml:id (attribute) XE "xml\:id (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		ID of a region. This ID is used by tt:div and tt:p elements to reference a region. Layout and style information of the referenced region shall be applied to these elements.





The position and size of the region shall be set through the attributes tts:extent and tts:origin. The reference for tts:extent and tts:origin shall be the active video (see “Definition of terms”). If the region exceeds the boundary of the active video the display of the region shall be clipped accordingly.

Note:
The term “root container region” in TTML defines a region that establishes a coordinate system into which content regions are placed. In EBU‑TT the root container region is the active video (see “Definition of terms”).


tts:origin (attribute) XE "tts\:origin (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:originType XE "ebuttdt\:originType" 



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		The x and y coordinates of the top left corner of a region with respect to the active video the document was authored for. The (0, 0) coordinate shall be assumed to be the top left corner of the active video.


Values in percentage shall be relative to the width and height of the active video.


Example:


With tts:origin=”20% 80%” the top left corner of the region is shifted 20% of the active video width to the right and 80% of the active video height to the bottom.





tts:extent (attribute) XE "tts\:extent (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:extentType XE "ebuttdt\:extentType" 



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Width and height of a region area. Values in percentage shall be relative to the width and height of the active video.

Example:


With tts:extent=”100% 20%” the width of the region is 100% of the width of the active video and the height of the region is 20% of the height of the active video.





The tt:region element may also be used to apply style information to subtitles presented in this region. Therefore the tt:region element may reference zero or more tt:style elements from the styling section. The IDs of the referenced tt:style elements are specified in the style attribute of the tt:region element.


style (attribute) XE "style (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to tt:div or tt:p elements that reference the region.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The tt:region element may also specify some layout‑specific style information:


tts:displayAlign (attribute) XE "tts\:displayAlign (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“before” | “center” | “after”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment in the block progression direction.


In contrast to TTML, the initial value of tts:displayAlign shall not be “before”, but “after”.


Note:
In the writing mode “Left to Right Top to Bottom” this would result in the vertical alignment of lines of text.

The value “before” would result in “top” alignment and the value “after” would result in “bottom” alignment.





tts:padding (attribute) XE "tts\:padding (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:paddingType XE "ebuttdt\:paddingType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Padding (or inset) space on all sides of a region area.





tts:writingMode (attribute) XE "tts\:writingMode (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“lrtb” | “rltb” | “tbrl” | “tblr” | “lr” | “rl” | “tb”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Writing mode of subtitle content.


· “lrtp”: “Left to Right Top to Bottom”


· “rltb”: “Right to Left Top to Bottom”


· “tbrl”: “Top to Bottom Right to Left”


· “tblr”: “Top to Bottom Left to Right”


· “lr”: Shorthand for “Left to Right Top to Bottom”


· “rl”: Shorthand for “Right to Left Top to Bottom”


· “tb”: Shorthand for “Top to Bottom Right to Left”






3.2
Body


The body section of an EBU‑TT document carries the content of the subtitle and the timing information. Styling and layout shall be applied through references to specific tt:style and tt:region elements in the header section.


The tt:body element shall be the container for subtitle and timing information.


tt:body (element) XE "tt\:body (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container for subtitle and timing information.





Subtitle content shall be contained within the following elements of the body-section:


· tt:p (logical paragraph)


· tt:span (inline element to apply local style information or metadata)


Timing information shall be set using the following attributes:


· begin


· end


Timing information shall be specified on the tt:p element and may be specified on a tt:span element.


The tt:body element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].

3.2.1
Div


The tt:div element shall be a logical container of textual content. A tt:div element may contain tt:div children elements to create a nested structure of tt:div elements.


tt:div (element) XE "tt\:div (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Container for textual content.





xml:id (attribute) XE "xml\:id (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:div element that may be used by an external application.





To apply layout- and style-information the tt:div element may reference a tt:region element using a region attribute.


region (attribute) XE "region (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREF



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Application of layout and style information through reference of a region.





To apply style information a tt:div element may also reference a tt:style element directly with a style attribute.


style (attribute) XE "style (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:div element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The tt:div element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].

3.2.1.1
Paragraph


A tt:p element shall represent a logical paragraph. The tt:p element may have textual content and zero or more tt:span elements.


tt:p (element) XE "tt\:p (element)" 

		Type

		Mixed content.



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Logical paragraph.





The tt:p element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document. This ID shall represent the unique ID of a subtitle. No meaningful subtitle sequence should be inferred from the value of this ID.


Note:
Typically this ID will be a monotonically (logically) increasing value through the EBU‑TT document (e.g. sub1, sub2, sub3 or sub1, sub2, sub2a, sub2b, sub3).


xml:id (attribute) XE "xml\:id (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Unique ID of a subtitle.





To indicate the authors intention of the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added.


xml:space (attribute) XE "xml\:space (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the author’s intention of white space handling within the content of the tt:p element.





To overwrite the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content the xml:lang attribute may be specified on the tt:p element.


xml:lang (attribute) XE "xml\:lang (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Language identifier that overwrites the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content. The empty string maybe used to indicate that no language information is available. The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 §2.12, Language Identification [7]. Sample Values: “en”, “en-US” or “de”.





To apply layout and style information the tt:p element may reference a tt:region element using a region attribute.

region (attribute) XE "region (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREF



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Application of layout information through reference of a region.





To apply style information a tt:p element may reference a tt:style element directly with a style attribute.


style (attribute) XE "style (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:p element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The timing information of a tt:p element is set through the attributes begin and end.


begin (attribute) XE "begin (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:smpteTimingType | ebuttdt:mediaTimingType  XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType"  XE "ebuttdt\:mediaTimingType" 



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Start point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:p element.


If the timebase is “smpte” the type shall be ebuttdt:smpteTimingType.


If the timebase is “media” the type shall be ebuttdt:mediaTimingType.


If the timebase is “media” the time expression should be the offset from a syncbase of “00:00:00.0”.





end (attribute) XE "end (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:smpteTimingType | ebuttdt:mediaTimingType  XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType" 

 XE "ebuttdt\:mediaTimingType" 



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		End point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:p element.


If the timebase is “smpte” the type shall be ebuttdt:smpteTimingType. 


If the timebase is “media” the type shall be ebuttdt:mediaTimingType.


If the timebase is “media” the time expression should be the offset from a syncbase of “00:00:00.0”.





The tt:p element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].

A tt:br element may be used to insert a forced line break.


tt:br (element) XE "tt\:br (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Forced line break.





The tt:br element may have the TTML attribute ttm:role.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:role attribute is defined in W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].


3.2.1.1.1
Span


The tt:p element may have zero or more tt:span element(s). The tt:span element may be used to apply style information to the enclosed textual content. This style information is added to or overwrites style information from the currently active context.


A tt:span element may also have other tt:span elements as children (nested spans).


tt:span (element) XE "tt\:span (element)" 

		Type

		Mixed content.



		Cardinality

		0..*



		Description

		Inline element to allow the application of local style information, annotation or metadata.





xml:id (attribute) XE "xml\:id (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:span element that may be used by an external application.





To indicate the author’s intent in the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added to the tt:span element.


xml:space (attribute) XE "xml\:space (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the authors’ intention for white space handling within the content of the tt:span element.





To overwrite the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content the xml:lang attribute may be specified in the tt:span element.


xml:lang (attribute) XE "xml\:lang (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Language identifier that overwrites the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content. The empty string maybe used to indicate that no language information is available. The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 §2.12, Language Identification [7]. Sample Values: “en”, “en-US” or “de”.





To apply style information the tt:span element may reference style elements in the styling section of the document through the tt:style attribute.


style (attribute) XE "style (attribute)" 

		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:span element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





Timing information may be applied in a tt:span element through the attributes begin and end.


Note:
Although it is not restricted by this specification, it is anticipated that the begin and end timecode values for a tt:span element will logically fall inside the timecode values defined by a parent tt:p element.


begin (attribute) XE "begin (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:smpteTimingType | ebuttdt:mediaTimingType  XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType"  XE "ebuttdt\:mediaTimingType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Start point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:span element.


If the value of ttp:timebase is “smpte” the type shall be ebuttdt:smpteTimingType. 


If the timebase is “media” the type shall be ebuttdt:mediaTimingType and the value shall express the offset to the begin time of the parent element.





end (attribute) XE "end (attribute)" 

		Type

		ebuttdt:smpteTimingType | ebuttdt:mediaTimingType  XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType" 

 XE "ebuttdt\:mediaTimingType" 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		End point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:span element.


If the value of ttp:timebase is “smpte” the type shall be ebuttdt:smpteTimingType. 


If the timebase is “media” the type shall be ebuttdt:mediaTimingType and the value shall express the offset to the begin time of the parent element.





The tt:span element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].

A tt:br element may be used to insert a forced line break.


tt:br (element) XE "tt\:br (element)" 

		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Forced line break.





The tt:br element may have the attribute ttm:role.


The semantics and the use of the ttm:role is defined in the W3C Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 1.0 [3].


4.
Datatypes


EBU‑TT defines specific datatypes to restrict the content of attributes or textual Element content.

Note:
If a datatype is applied to an attribute or element that was taken from TTML the restriction of the datatype is equal to the definition in TTML or it is a further restriction of the content as defined in TTML. Therefore all values that conform to the EBU‑TT datatypes also conform to the values allowed in TTML. However it is possible that a value conforms to the TTML definitions but does not conform to the EBU‑TT datatypes.


4.1
ebuttdt:cellResolutionType XE "ebuttdt\:cellResolutionType" \b

The content shall be constrained to two numbers of type xs:positiveInteger delimited by a space. The first value shall define the number of columns and the second value shall define the number of rows.

4.2
ebuttdt:colorType XE "ebuttdt\:colorType" \b 

Note:
The constraints are the same as those defined by the <color> expression in TTML.

The content shall be constrained to a named color string, a RGB color triple, RGBA color tuple, a hex notated RGB color triple or a hex notated RGBA color tuple.


Although different formats may be used in an EBU‑TT document the value should be expressed in RGB or RGBA.

Named colors shall be:


		· “transparent”


· “black”


· “silver”


· “gray”


· “white”

		· “maroon”


· “red”


· “purple”


· “fuchsia”


· “magenta”

		· “green”


· “lime”


· “olive”


· “yellow”


· “navy”

		· “blue”


· “teal”


· “aqua”


· “cyan”





Note:
The color black can, for example, be expressed as:


· “black” (named color)


· “rgb(0, 0, 0)” (RGB color triple)


· “rgba(0, 0, 0, 255)” (RGBA color tuple)


· “#000000” (RGB color triple in hex notation)


· “#000000FF” (RGBA color tuple in hex notation)


4.3
ebuttdt:extentType XE "ebuttdt\:extentType" \b

 XE "ebuttdt\:lengthType" 

The content shall be constrained to two values of type ebuttdt:lengthType delimited by a space. The first value shall express the width and the second value the height.


4.4
ebuttdt:fontFamilyType XE "ebuttdt\:fontFamilyType" \b

Note:
The constraints of the ebuttdt:fontFamilyType are the same as the constraints defined by the TTML style value expressions <familyName> and <genericFamilyName>.


The content shall be constrained to one or more font family- and/or generic family-names.

Any name may be used for a font family name (e.g. “Arial” or “Verdana”).

Generic family names shall be:


		· “default”


· “monospace”


· “sanserif”


· “serif”


· “monospaceSansSerif”

		· “monospaceSerif”


· “proportionalSansSerif”


· “proportionalSerif”


· “monospace”





The typographic characteristics of the generic family name "default" may be implementation dependent; however the default generic font family should be mapped to a monospaced, sans-serif font.


4.5
ebuttdt:fontSizeType XE "ebuttdt\:fontSizeType" \b 

The content is constrained to one or two non-negative values of type ebuttdt:lengthType.


If a single value is specified, then this length applies equally to horizontal and vertical scaling of a glyph's square; if two values are specified, then the first expresses the horizontal scaling and the second expresses vertical scaling.


Note:
Use of independent horizontal and vertical font sizes is expected to be used with cell based metrics in order to denote fonts that are two rows in height and one column in width.

4.6
ebuttdt:framerateMultiplierType XE "ebuttdt\:framerateMultiplierType" \b

The content shall be constrained to two numbers of type xs:positiveInteger delimited by a space. The value shall represent a fraction. The first number shall be the numerator and the second number shall be the denominator.

4.7
ebuttdt:lengthType XE "ebuttdt\:lengthType" \b

Note:
The ebuttdt:lengthType of TTML is equal to the <length> expression defined in TTML except that the measurement parameter em is not allowed.


The content shall be constrained to a number of type xs:decimal appended either by the percentage sign “%” or the measurement units “px” (for video pixel) or “c” (for cell).


If an EBU‑TT document instance uses the ‘cell’ measurement unit (e.g. as part of a tts:fontsize attribute value) then the ttp:cellResolution attribute shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


If an EBU‑TT document instance uses the ‘pixel’ measurement unit (e.g. as part of a tts:fontsize attribute value) then the tts:extent attribute of the tt:tt element shall be specified.


4.8
ebuttdt:lineHeightType XE "ebuttdt\:lineHeightType" \b

 XE "ebuttdt\:lengthType" 

The value shall be the string “normal” or shall be a non‑negative value of type ebuttdt:lengthType.

4.9
ebuttdt:originType XE "ebuttdt\:originType" \b

 XE "ebuttdt\:lengthType" 

The content shall be constrained to two values of type ebuttdt:lengthType delimited by a space. The first value shall express a x-coordinate and the second value a y-coordinate.


4.10
ebuttdt:paddingType XE "ebuttdt\:paddingType" \b

 XE "ebuttdt\:lengthType" 

The content shall be constrained to one or four values of type ebuttdt:lengthType delimited by a space. If four values are specified, the first value shall apply to the “before” edges, the second value to the “end” edges, the third value to the “after” edges and the fourth value to the “start” edges of an area. If only one value is specified the value shall apply to all four edges of an area.


4.11
ebuttdt:smpteTimingType XE "ebuttdt\:smpteTimingType" \b

A value of type ebuttdt:smpteTimingType shall conform to the time coordinate defined by SMPTE 12M‑1‑2008 [5] and shall have the format:

hh:mm:ss:ff


Where hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is seconds and ff is frames.


4.12
ebuttdt:mediaTimingType XE "ebuttdt\:mediaTimingType" \b

The value of type ebuttdt:mediaTimingType shall be a Full-Clock-value or a Timecount-value.


A Full-Clock-value shall have the format hh:mm:ss followed by an optional fraction.


A fraction shall have a leading "." followed by a non-negative integer.


Examples for Full-Clock-values


· 02:30:03 =  2 hours, 30 minutes and 3 seconds 


· 01:00:10.25 = 1 hour, 10 seconds and 250 milliseconds


A Timecount value shall have the format:


Timecount followed by an optional fraction and a symbol for the time metric.


A Timecount shall be a non-negative integer. 


A fraction shall have a leading "." followed by a non-negative integer.


A symbol for time metric shall be one of the following: 


· "h" for hours


· "m" for minutes


· "s" for seconds


· "ms" for milliseconds


Examples for Timecount values:


		3.2h    = 3.2 hours = 3 hours and 12 minutes

		“frame” and “tick” based metrics shall not be used in a time expression of
ebuttdt:mediaTimingType.



		45m   = 45 minutes

		



		30s     = 30 seconds

		



		5ms     = 5 milliseconds
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Annex A: Use of ebutts:multiRowAlign XE "ebutts\:multiRowAlign (attribute)" \b

The ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute may be used to specify a style property that defines how multiple ‘rows’ of inline are aligned within a containing block area. This attribute acts as a ‘modifier’ to the action defined by the tts:textAlign attribute value, whether that value is explicitly or implicitly defined. This attribute effectively creates additional alignment points for multiple rows of text, thus it has no effect if only a single row of text is present.

This modifier acts as follows: For multiple ‘rows’ of inline blocks, 3 additional multi-row alignment points (“start”, “center”, “end”) are created by the rendered dimensions of the longest row within the p element. ‘Rows’ that are shorter than the longest row shall be each aligned against the longest row using the multi-row alignment point identified by the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute value. The longest ‘row’ shall always be aligned within the region in accordance with the value of the tts:textAlign attribute.


Note:
The combination of tts:textAlign=”start” with ebutts:multiRowAlign=”start” acts identically to the use of tts:textAlign=”start” without the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute.


Or more simply, if the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute has the same value as tts:textAlign, the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute has no effect.


If the term “auto” is used the basic behaviour of tts:textAlign is maintained unmodified (i.e. the presentation is as if ebutts:multiRowAlign would have the same computed value as tts:textAlign).

The use of tts:textAlign together with ebutts:multiRowAlign provides for combinations of text alignment as tabled below, where the highlighted combinations may be specified by the use of just the tts:textAlign attribute from the W3C TTML specification.


		tts:textAlign

		ebutts:multiRowAlign

		Presentation



		“start”

		“start”

		Start justified text.
All ‘rows’ are aligned at start.



		“start”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ is start aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“start”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ is start aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ is left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ is left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ is left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“center”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ is center aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“center”

		“center”

		Center justified text.
All ‘rows’ are individually center aligned.



		“center”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ is center aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ is right aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ is right aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ is right aligned. 
Shorter ‘rows’ are end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ is end aligned. 
Shorter ‘rows’ are start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ is end aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ are center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“end”

		End justified text.
All ‘rows’ are aligned at end.





If a specified value of this attribute is not supported, then a presentation processor shall interpret the attribute as if the attribute has the value “auto” (i.e. the basic behaviour of tts:textAlign is maintained unmodified).


The ebutts:multiRowAlign style is illustrated by the following example.


		 …



		<tt:styling>



		

		<tt:style xml:id=“baseStyle” tts:backgroundColor=“black” tts:color=“white” />



		

		<tt:style xml:id=“startEnd” tts:textAlign=“start” ebutts:multiRowAlign=“end”/>



		

		<tt:style xml:id=“centerStart” tts:textAlign=“center” ebutts:multiRowAlign=“start”/>



		</tt:styling>



		



		<tt:layout>



		

		<tt:region xml:id=“ regionTop” tts:extent=“355px 43px” tts:origin=“0px 0px”/>



		

		<tt:region xml:id=“regionBottom” tts:extent=“355px 43px” tts:origin=“0px 47px”/>



		</tt:layout>



		 …



		<tt:div style=“baseStyle””>


 …

  <tt:p xml:id=“subtitle1” region=“regionTop” style=“startEnd” begin=“00:00:00:00” end=“00:00:03:00”>



		

		  Beware the Jabberwock, my son!<tt:br/>



		

		  The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!



		  </tt:p>



		 <tt:p xml:id=“ subtitle2” region=“ regionBottom” style=“centerStart” begin=“00:00:00:00”
                                                                                                                                 end=“00:00:03:00”>



		

		  Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun<tt:br/>



		

		  The frumious Bandersnatch!



		  </tt:p>



		 …


</tt:div>





Produces:



[image: image2]
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Annex B: Support of the STL GSI Block in EBU‑TT


The following characters are used to indicate if an element or attribute was defined for the STL information in EBU‑TT:


		‑

		No element or attribute defined



		X

		Supported (Element or attribute defined for the STL Information)





		STL Information

		Mnemonic

		EBU‑TT Support



		Code Page Number 

		CPN

		-



		Disk Format Code

		DFC

		-



		Display Standard Code

		DSC

		-



		Character Code Table Number

		CCT

		-



		Language Code

		LC

		X



		Original Programme Title

		OPT

		X



		Original Episode Title

		OET

		X



		Translated Programme Title

		TPT

		X



		Translated Episode Title

		TET

		X



		Translator’s Name

		TN

		X



		Translator’s Contact Details

		TCD

		X



		Subtitle List Reference Code

		SLR

		X



		Creation Date

		CD

		X



		Revision Date 

		RD

		X



		Revision Number

		RN

		X



		Total Number of Text Timing Information (TTI) blocks

		TNB

		-



		Total Number of Subtitles

		TNS

		X



		Total Number of Subtitle Groups

		TNG

		-



		Maximum Number of Displayable Character in any text row

		MNC

		X



		Maximum Number of Displayable Rows

		MNR

		-



		Time Code: Status

		TCS

		-



		Time Code: Start-of-Programme 

		TCP

		X



		Time Code: First In-Cue

		TCF

		-



		Total Numbers of Disks

		TND

		-



		Disk Sequence Number

		DSN

		-



		Country of Origin

		CO

		X



		Publisher

		PUB

		X



		Editor’s Name

		EN

		X



		Editor’s Contact Details

		ECD

		X



		User-Defined Area

		UDA

		X
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Annex C: Initial Values of TTML and EBU‑TT attributes


The following table lists the TTML attributes where EBU‑TT adopts the TTML initial values:


		Attribute Name

		TTML Initial Value



		tts:backgroundColor

		“transparent”



		tts:direction

		“ltr”



		tts:fontFamily

		“default“



		tts:fontStyle

		“normal”



		tts:fontWeight

		“normal”



		tts:lineHeight

		“normal”



		tts:padding

		“0px”



		tts:textDecoration

		“none”



		tts:unicodeBidi

		“normal”



		tts:writingMode

		“lrtb”





The following table lists the TTML attributes where EBU‑TT overwrites the TTML initial values:


		Attribute Name

		TTML Initial Value

		EBU‑TT Initial Value



		ttp:cellResolution

		“32 15”

		“40 24”



		tts:color

		Implementation dependent.

		Implementation dependent.


Note:
It is recommended in the absence of end-user preference information that a conformant presentation processor uses white or yellow.



		tts:fontSize

		“1c”

		“1c 2c”


(The semantics of the unit of measure c [cell] are defined by the attribute ttp:cellResolution parameter.


The semantics of two values for tts:fontSize are defined in § 4.7 “fontSizeType”).



		tts:displayAlign

		“before”

		“after”



		tts:textAlign

		“start”

		“center”





Note:
Some attributes in EBU‑TT are mandatory or have to be explicitly specified whenever they apply (e.g. ttp:dropMode is mandatory when timebase is “smpte”). As the initial value of these attributes never applies, they are not listed in this section.


The following table lists the initial values of the attribute defined in the EBU‑TT Style namespace.


		Attribute Name

		EBU‑TT Initial Value



		ebutts:multiRowAlign

		“auto”
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Annex D: Index of elements, attributes and types




begin (attribute)
40, 42


ebuttdt:cellResolutionType
17, 43

ebuttdt:colorType
31, 44

ebuttdt:extentType
18, 35, 44

ebuttdt:fontFamilyType
30, 44

ebuttdt:fontSizeType
30, 45

ebuttdt:framerateMultiplierType
16, 45

ebuttdt:lengthType
44, 45, 46


ebuttdt:lineHeightType
30, 45

ebuttdt:mediaTimingType
40, 42, 43, 46

ebuttdt:originType
35, 45

ebuttdt:paddingType
32, 36, 46

ebuttdt:smpteTimingType
26, 40, 42, 43, 46

ebuttm:binaryData (element)
27


ebuttm:documentCopyright (element)
20


ebuttm:documentCountryOfOrigin (element)
26


ebuttm:documentCreationDate (element)
24


ebuttm:documentEbuttVersion (element)
19


ebuttm:documentEditorsContactDetails (element)
27


ebuttm:documentEditorsName (element)
26


ebuttm:documentIdentifier (element)
19


ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetBarData (element)
21


ebuttm:documentIntendedTargetFormat (element)
22


ebuttm:documentMaximumNumberOfDisplayableCharacterInAnyRow (element)
25


ebuttm:documentMetadata (element)
19


ebuttm:documentOriginalEpisodeTitle (element)
23


ebuttm:documentOriginalProgrammeTitle (element)
23


ebuttm:documentOriginatingSystem (element)
20


ebuttm:documentPublisher (element)
26


ebuttm:documentReadingSpeed (element)
20


ebuttm:documentRevisionDate (element)
25


ebuttm:documentRevisionNumber (element)
25


ebuttm:documentStartOfProgramme (element)
26


ebuttm:documentSubtitleListReferenceCode (element)
24


ebuttm:documentTargetActiveFormatDescriptor (element)
20


ebuttm:documentTargetAspectRatio (element)
20


ebuttm:documentTotalNumberOfSubtitles (element)
25


ebuttm:documentTranslatedEpisodeTitle (element)
23


ebuttm:documentTranslatedProgrammeTitle (element)
23


ebuttm:documentTranslatorsContactDetails (element)
24


ebuttm:documentTranslatorsName (element)
24


ebuttm:documentUserDefinedArea (element)
27


ebutts:multiRowAlign (attribute)
33, 49

end (attribute)
40, 43


region (attribute)
38, 39


style (attribute)
29, 35, 38, 40, 42


tt:body (element)
37


tt:br (element)
41, 43


tt:div (element)
37


tt:head (element)
18


tt:layout (element)
34


tt:metadata (element)
12, 19


tt:p (element)
38


tt:region (element)
34


tt:span (element)
41


tt:style (element)
29


tt:styling (element)
28


tt:tt (element)
14


ttp:cellResolution (attribute)
17


ttp:dropMode (attribute)
17


ttp:frameRate (attribute)
15


ttp:frameRateMultiplier (attribute)
16


ttp:markerMode (attribute)
16


ttp:timeBase (attribute)
15


tts:backgroundColor (attribute)
31


tts:color (attribute)
31


tts:direction (attribute)
30


tts:displayAlign (attribute)
36


tts:extent (attribute)
18, 35


tts:fontFamily (attribute)
30


tts:fontSize (attribute)
30


tts:fontStyle (attribute)
31


tts:fontWeight (attribute)
32


tts:lineHeight (attribute)
30


tts:origin (attribute)
35


tts:padding (attribute)
32, 36


tts:textAlign (attribute)
31


tts:textDecoration (attribute)
32


tts:unicodeBidi (attribute)
32


tts:writingMode (attribute)
36


xml:id (attribute)
29, 34, 38, 39, 41


xml:lang (attribute)
18, 39, 42


xml:space (attribute)
14, 39, 41
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Conformance Notation


This document contains both normative text and informative text.


All text is normative except for that in the Introduction, any section explicitly labelled as ‘Informative’ or individual paragraphs which start with ‘Note:’.


Normative text describes indispensable or mandatory elements. It contains the conformance keywords ‘shall’, ‘should’ or ‘may’, defined as follows:


		‘Shall’ and ‘shall not’:

		Indicate requirements to be followed strictly and from which no deviation is permitted in order to conform to the document.



		‘Should’ and ‘should not’:

		Indicate that, among several possibilities, one is recommended as particularly suitable, without mentioning or excluding others.



		

		OR indicate that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required.



		

		OR indicate that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is deprecated but not prohibited.



		‘May’ and ‘need not’:

		Indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the document.





Default identifies mandatory (in phrases containing “shall”) or recommended (in phrases containing “should”) presets that can, optionally, be overwritten by user action or supplemented with other options in advanced applications. Mandatory defaults must be supported. The support of recommended defaults is preferred, but not necessarily required.


Informative text is potentially helpful to the user, but it is not indispensable and it does not affect the normative text. Informative text does not contain any conformance keywords.


A conformant implementation is one which includes all mandatory provisions (‘shall’) and, if implemented, all recommended provisions (‘should’) as described. A conformant implementation need not implement optional provisions (‘may’) and need not implement them as described.
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Editor’s note:
Exceptionally, for consistency throughout this document the American        English spellings ‘color’ and ‘center’ have been used.


Status of this document (Informative)


This document is a stable document and may be used as reference material or cited from another document.


This document is part of a series of EBU‑TT (EBU Timed Text) documents. The full list of published and planned EBU‑TT documents is given below.


Part 1: EBU‑TT Subtitling format definition (EBU Tech 3350)


Introduction to EBU‑TT and definition of the XML based format.


Part 2: STL (Tech 3264) Mapping to EBU‑TT (EBU Tech 3360)


How EBU‑TT provides backwards compatibility with EBU STL.


EBU‑TT Live ‑ Authoring and Contribution


How to use EBU‑TT for the production and contribution of live subtitles.


EBU‑TT Annotation


How EBU‑TT can be used in future scenarios for ‘authoring of intent’.


EBU‑TT User Guide


General guide (‘How to use EBU‑TT’).


EBU‑TT‑D (EBU Tech 3380)


EBU‑TT content profile for TTML that can be used for the distribution of subtitles over IP based networks.


Carriage of EBU‑TT‑D in ISOBMFF (EBU Tech 3381)


How EBU‑TT‑D can be stored using the storage format of the ISO Base Media File Format (ISO/IEC 14496‑12).


Definition of terms


Captions and subtitles


The term “captions” describes on screen text for use by deaf and hard of hearing audiences. Captions include indications of the speakers and relevant sound effects.


The term “subtitles” describes on screen text for translation purposes.


For easier reading only the term “subtitles” is used in this specification as the EBU‑TT‑D representation of captions and subtitles is identical.


In this specification the term “captions” may be used interchangeably for the term “subtitles” (except where noted).


Root Container Region


The term “root container region” in TTML 1.0 defines a logical region that establishes a coordinate system into which content regions are placed.
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1.
Scope (Informative)


This publication specifies an XML based format for the distribution of subtitles. It is based on the W3C Timed Text Markup Language 1 (TTML1) (Second Edition) [1], hereafter referred to as TTML 1.0, and informed by EBU‑TT Part 1 (EBU Tech 3350) [5]. EBU‑TT Part 1 was specified as an archiving and interchange format while the principal use case for EBU‑TT‑D is the distribution of subtitles over IP based networks. 


EBU‑TT‑D has been created by taking into account expertise from users, distribution parties, hybrid TV organizations and CE manufacturers. One main requirement underlying the format’s specification is that EBU‑TT‑D should be easy to stream with existing technologies, such as MPEG DASH [7].


The current draft of EBU‑TT‑D only covers the constraints on the content structure of a TTML 1.0 document structure. Further constraints on segmentation and transport in specific carriage mechanisms are covered by other EBU publications as for example EBU Tech 3381 “Carriage of EBU‑TT‑D in ISOBMFF”.

2.
Generic constraints


The EBU‑TT‑D format defines constraints for an XML document instance. A valid EBU‑TT‑D XML document has to comply with the generic constraints in § 2 and the document structure defined in § 3.

TTML elements and attributes shall be defined by TTML 1.0 subject to any constraints specified within this document.

2.1
Namespaces


The following namespaces from TTML 1.0 shall be used for the TTML elements and attributes in EBU‑TT: 


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		TT

		tt:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml



		TT Parameter

		ttp:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter



		TT Style

		tts:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#styling



		TT Metadata

		ttm:

		http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata





The following namespaces shall be used for the assignment of XML Schema datatypes:


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		XML Schema

		xs:

		http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema





The following namespaces shall be used for the EBU‑TT specific vocabulary:


		Name

		Prefix

		Value



		EBU‑TT Metadata

		ebuttm:

		urn:ebu:tt:metadata



		EBU‑TT Styling

		ebutts:

		urn:ebu:tt:style



		EBU‑TT Datatypes

		ebuttdt:

		urn:ebu:tt:datatypes





Note:
Although any prefix can be used to bind the namespaces in an XML document the use of the prefixes listed above is recommended.


If attributes in this document are defined without prefix they are not in any namespace.


2.2
Extensibility


The following EBU‑TT‑D elements may contain zero or one tt:metadata child element(s):


· tt:head


· tt:styling


· tt:style


· tt:layout


· tt:region


· tt:body


· tt:div


· tt:p


· tt:span


· tt:br


If an element has a tt:metadata as child element, tt:metadata shall appear before all other child elements that are defined for this element by EBU‑TT‑D (see § 3 “Document Structure”).


Elements or attributes from the TTML or EBU‑TT namespace shall appear only as descendants or attributes of descendants of the tt:metadata element when all of the following conditions are met:


They are defined in the “http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata” or “urn:ebu:tt:metadata” namespace.


They are defined in a valid (not deprecated) version of an EBU‑TT specification. 


They are explicitly defined and allowed as descendants or attributes of descendants of the tt:metadata element.

2.3
Initial values


TTML 1.0 defines initial values for certain attributes that act as fallback values in case a value cannot be computed from a specified value in the document. The EBU‑TT‑D specification does not override these initial values and for any TTML 1.0 attribute that is used in an EBU‑TT‑D document the initial value as specified in TTML 1.0 shall apply. For the style attribute tts:color where TTML 1.0 does not set an initial value, a presentation processor may follow the recommendation provided in § 3.1.2.1 “Style”, tts:color.

Note:
A document wide override can be achieved through the specification of a default style that is applied to a tt:body element.


Note:
To clarify the intention of the author of an EBU‑TT‑D document it is recommended that attributes and their values be explicitly specified rather than relying on their initial values. 


Note:
When translating documents that conform to EBU‑TT Part 1 version 1.0 special attention has to be paid to initial values. EBU‑TT Part 1 overwrites the initial values defined in TTML 1.0 for the attributes ttp:cellResolution, tts:fontSize and tts:displayAlign. If therefore EBU‑TT Part 1 documents rely on the initial values of these attributes, then the intended settings have to be specified explicitly in EBU‑TT‑D documents by using the appropriate attribute with the corresponding value.


2.4
Generic Layout constraints


A document shall not contain overlapping regions that are active at the same time.


Note:
It is recommended that decoders support at least eight regions that are active at the same time.


2.5
Rendering Plane


The implementation shall provide a rendering plane which shall be coincident with the root container region of the EBU‑TT document. 


If the related media object is a video media object then the rendering plane shall be coincident with the rendering plane of the video media object. In the absence of a related video media object the implementation shall supply a suitable rendering plane.


Note:
EBU‑TT‑D does not permit pixel‑based length values and defines font sizes relatively. Therefore the EBU‑TT‑D document does not have an intrinsic spatial extent and may be scaled arbitrarily.


2.6
Rendering Model


Note:
EBU‑TT‑D does not define a rendering model. Some TTML presentation processors will expect TTML documents to comply with the constraints of a specific rendering model
. It is out of scope of this spec to make a normative reference to these models but it is recommended that authors are aware that the external context in which EBU‑TT‑D will be used may do this.


2.7
Document Encoding


An EBU‑TT‑D document shall be concretely encoded as a well‑formed XML 1.0 document and should use the UTF‑8 character encoding, when other requirements do not apply.


2.8
Error Handling


If documents are not well formed or contain errors, the results may be unpredictable. Documents shall therefore strictly conform to this specification.


Decoding implementations should attempt to recover gracefully in the event of something not being understood, be it a ‘feature’ or a fault.


Implementations should, but may not, implement EBU‑TT extension features (such as ebutts:multiRowAlign and ebutts:linePadding) that are not part of TTML 1.0; these are designed so that the default TTML 1.0 behaviour in the absence of those features is inferior but still acceptable.


If a processor chooses to prune part of a document to work around an error, it should attempt to prune the smallest part of the document needed to result in a processable document.


A processor may complete an apparently incomplete document in order to generate a processable document in accordance with this specification.


Note:
It is not expected that presentation decoders will validate a document with an XML schema.

3.
Document Structure


The order of content in this specification of the EBU‑TT‑D format follows the structure of an EBU‑TT‑D document instance. The levels within this specification document reflect the nested structure of an EBU‑TT‑D document.


The formal definition of how the EBU‑TT‑D specification uses EBU‑TT‑ ,TTML‑ and XML‑ vocabulary is presented in tabular form. When using this specification, the definition of the use of an element or attribute shall be interpreted relative to its position in the document instance.


Example:


The definition of the xml:id attribute in § 3.1.2.1 “Style” only specifies the use of the xml:id attribute on the tt:style element.


Definitions used within this specification:


		Type:

		Constraints of the information structure of an XML element or XML attribute. The type can be further constrained through Enumerations and normative text in the description.



		Enumeration:

		Enumerated values that shall be used for certain elements or attributes of type xs:string.



		Cardinality:

		How often an element or attribute may be used inside the corresponding parent element. If the lower bound is greater than 0 (e.g. “1..1” or “1..*”) the element or attribute is mandatory at this position of the document structure. If the lower bound is equal to 0 (e.g. “0..1” or “0..*”) the element or attribute is optional at this position in the document structure.





Every EBU‑TT‑D document instance shall start with the tt:tt element. In XML terms this element is the root element of the document.


tt:tt (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Root element.





The following attributes may be specified on the tt:tt element.


To indicate the authors’ intent in the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added.


xml:space (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the author’s intent in the handling of white space within the content of the EBU‑TT‑D document.





EBU‑TT‑D uses the ttp:timeBase attribute to give information on how the timing information in an EBU‑TT‑D document shall be interpreted. The ttp:timeBase attribute shall always be set to “media”.


ttp:timeBase (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		 “media”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		The timebase defines the time coordinate system for all time expressions in EBU‑TT‑D.


With the timebase set to “media” all time expressions of begin and end attributes of the subtitle content shall denote a coordinate on the time line of a related media object and shall be of type ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType.


Note:
The timebase “media” is intended to use the playtime of any associated video or other related media object as a synchronisation reference.


Note:
It is recommended that when rendering the subtitle content an implementation avoids re‑aligning begin and end times with the presentation times of the displayed frames of any related media object.


This recommendation is intended to prevent quantisation of the presentation time of individual subtitles, thus avoiding
 unintended increases in required reading speeds or misalignment between subtitles and audio.  Subtitle presentation is expected to continue at the nominal rate of progression while video and audio presentations are occurring even if the displayed video frame rate changes (see Annex E for more details).





ttp:cellResolution (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:cellResolutionType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Expresses a virtual visual grid composed of horizontal and vertical cells. This grid divides the root container region (see “Definition of terms”) in rows and columns.

The first value defines the number of columns and the second value defines the number of rows.

The ttp:cellResolution should be set explicitly. Otherwise the default value of “32 15” shall apply.


Note:
The resulting grid is intended for the purpose of measuring length and expressing coordinates. It does not imply a “pigeonhole” grid where one character is placed into one cell. This is possible but would require the use of a monospaced font and a font size that exactly matches the cell size.





To identify the language that the subtitles are prepared for, the xml:lang attribute shall be specified on the tt:tt element.


xml:lang (attribute)


		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		1..1



		STL mapping

		Language Code (LC)



		Description

		The language in which the EBU‑TT‑D document is prepared unless specified more locally within the document content. 


The empty string may be used to indicate that no language information is available. The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 § 2.12, “Language Identification” [3] (both values and semantics).


Sample Values: “en”, “en‑US” or “de”.


Presentation processors should apply appropriate rendering for text that is identified as belonging to specific languages or language groups.


xml:lang should not be used by a mechanism in the external context to identify the purpose or role of the document. For example a different mechanism would be required to distinguish between a “hard of hearing” and a “translation” subtitle document in the same language.


Note:
The principal discussion of internationalization is out of scope of this specification but it is recommended that authors follow the internationalization recommendation by the W3C.






3.1
Head


The head section of an EBU‑TT‑D document carries information needed by an implementation to correctly present or render the contained subtitles. Specific layout and styling information shall be defined in the head of an EBU‑TT‑D document. The subtitle content elements in the body reference this information.


Furthermore, the head section may contain metadata information.


tt:head (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container element that groups styling, layout and metadata information.





3.1.1
Metadata in tt:head


ttm:copyright (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The copyright of the document.


Sample Value: “© EBU 2014”.


The use of the metadata element ebuttm:documentCopyright as defined in EBU Tech 3350 EBU‑TT Part 1 [5] is deprecated and ttm:copyright as defined in TTML 1.0 shall be used instead.





The tt:metadata element inside the tt:head element is used as a generic container for metadata information that applies to the whole document. The content model defined in this section shall apply only to the use of the tt:metadata element inside the tt:head element.


tt:metadata (element)


		Type

		xs:string



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Generic metadata container.





3.1.1.1
Document metadata


The ebuttm:documentMetadata element is used for EBU‑TT‑D specific metadata that applies to the whole EBU‑TT‑D document. The ebuttm:documentMetadata element and all the children elements of ebuttm:documentMetadata shall be used only in the head section of an EBU‑TT‑D document.


ebuttm:documentMetadata (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Container of the EBU‑TT‑D metadata.





In accordance with the constraint on extensibility in § 2 all metadata elements that are defined in EBU‑TT Part 1 [5] for the ebuttm:documentMetadata may also be part of the content model of that element in an EBU‑TT‑D instance. Please note that the following metadata elements should not be used in an EBU‑TT‑D document, because they have no meaning in the context of the distribution of subtitles:


· ebuttm:documentReadingSpeed


· ebuttm:binaryData


· ebuttm:documentOriginalProgrammeTitle


· ebuttm:documentOriginalEpisodeTitle


· ebuttm:documentTranslatedProgrammeTitle


· ebuttm:documentTranslatedEpisodeTitle


· ebuttm:documentTotalNumberOfSubtitles


· ebuttm:documentMaximumNumberOfDisplayableCharacterInAnyRow


· ebuttm:documentSubtitleListReferenceCode


· ebuttm:documentStartOfProgramme


In addition the metadata element ebuttm:documentCopyright is deprecated and should not be used (see ttm:copyright).


The following additional metadata elements are defined by this specification. If used these elements shall be the first children of the ebuttm:documentMetadata element in the order documented below.


ebuttm:conformsToStandard(element)


		Type

		xs:anyURI



		Cardinality

		0..*



		Description

		Indicates the conformance with a specific standard that is derived from TTML.


For EBU‑TT‑D the following URI shall be used:


“urn:ebu:tt:distribution:2014‑01”





ebuttm:authoredFrameRate (element)


		Type

		xs:positiveInteger



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The ebuttm:authoredFrameRate element is used to specify the frame rate that was assumed (or measured) by the author of the document for the related media object when the EBU‑TT document was created. That rate may be assumed or measured and may have been used to calculate the begin and end times within the document based on the frame count within the related media object, even though the document does not itself express times using frames.


The ebuttm:authoredFrameRate value is informative and should only be used for conformance and quality checking purposes for example to determine when the video playback rate of the related media object may differ from the expected playback rate when the subtitle document was authored (e.g. 24fps video played at 25fps by speeding up the playback rate by 1.0466%).


Note:
The semantics of this attribute are based upon those defined by ttp:frameRate in TTML 1.0.





ebuttm:authoredFrameRateMultiplier (element)


		Type

		ebuttdt:framerateMultiplierType



		Cardinality

		0..*



		Description

		The ebuttm:authoredFrameRateMultiplier element is used to specify a multiplier to be applied to the frame rate specified by an ebuttm:authoredFrameRate element in order to compute the effective frame rate.


A frame rate multiplier is used when the desired frame rate cannot be expressed as an integral number of frames per second.


The initial value is “1 1”.


Note:
The semantics of this attribute are based upon those defined by ttp:frameRateMultiplier in TTML 1.0.





3.1.2
Styling in tt:head


The head section of an EBU‑TT‑D document shall contain one tt:styling element. The tt:styling element is the container for styling information. It shall contain at least one tt:style child element.


tt:styling (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container for styling information.





3.1.2.1
Style


A tt:style element defines a set of style information through style attributes. The tt:div, tt:p and tt:span elements in the body section, that enclose subtitle content, shall only use references to these specific style definitions.


Note:
EBU‑TT‑D uses referenced styling. EBU‑TT‑D does not use the direct specification of style attributes in the subtitle content elements (also known as inline styling).


tt:style (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Set of style information.





The tt:style element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document instance. This ID is used by subtitle content elements and regions to reference the style element.


xml:id (attribute)


		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:style element that is used by other elements for reference.





Note:
The XML attribute xml:id (type xs:ID) is not only used by the tt:style element, but also by the tt:region, tt:div, tt:p and tt:span elements. By definition, a value of type xs:ID must be unique in the entire document. (See the W3C Specification Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 and XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes [4]).


This means, for example, that a tt:style element and a tt:region element must not have the same xml:id attribute value (e.g. “id1”).


Style information is set using attribute values of the tt:style element.


Note:
The style attributes used in EBU‑TT‑D are a limited subset of TTML 1.0. An EBU‑TT‑D processor is not required to support TTML 1.0 style attributes that are not used in the EBU‑TT‑D specification.


Style attributes that are not used in EBU‑TT‑D are amongst others tts:display, tts:opacity, tts:visibility, tts:textOutline and tts:zIndex.


In addition to the TTML 1.0 style attributes for the tt:style element, EBU‑TT‑D also defines style attributes for the tt:region element (see § 3.1.3.1 “Region”). The style attributes of the tt:style element as well as the style attributes of the tt:region element shall only appear inside the parent element they are defined for. This means that a style attribute that is defined for the tt:style element shall not appear in a tt:region element and vice versa


EBU‑TT‑D supports the following style information attributes in the tt:style element.


tts:direction (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“ltr” | “rtl” 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Directionality if bi‑directional text is used.


Note:
Bi‑directional text is text containing text in both text directions, right‑to‑left (“rtl”) and left‑to‑right (“ltr”).


The Arabic and Hebrew scripts, notably, are written in a form known as right‑to‑left (“rtl”), in which writing begins at the right‑hand side of a page and concludes at the left‑hand side. This is different from the left‑to‑right (“ltr”) direction used by most languages in the world.





tts:fontFamily (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:fontFamilyType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font‑family from which glyphs are selected.





tts:fontSize (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionFontSizeType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		The font‑size of a glyph. Only one percentage value shall be specified.





tts:lineHeight (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionLineHeightType 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Inter‑baseline separation between line areas. Only a percentage value or the string “normal” shall be specified.

The semantics are defined as in TTML 1.0.


Note:
Authors should be aware that at the time of specification there is no uniform implementation of the value "normal" by CSS based rendering processors. It has been observed that different processors create different line heights for the same font specification.





tts:textAlign (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“left” | “center” | “right”| “start” |“end”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment of inline areas in a containing block.

The alignment values “start” and “end” depend on the writing direction of the text which may be specified on a tt:region element with the attribute tts:writingMode.


Example:


In a left‑to‑right inline writing direction “start” has the same meaning as “left” alignment while in the top‑to‑bottom inline writing direction the alignment value “start” expresses “top‑alignment”.





tts:color (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionColorType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Foreground color of an area.

Note:
In TTML 1.0 the initial value for tts:color is implementation dependent. In addition, EBU‑TT‑D recommends that in the absence of end‑user preference information, a conformant presentation processor choose a color that is highly contrastive with the color of the video or other background behind the subtitle foreground rendering plane, to ensure readability. 


White or yellow are commonly used initial values for foreground color when displaying subtitles with a dark background color, but care must be taken to ensure sufficient contrast to maintain readability in case the background color is not specified and is therefore transparent.





tts:backgroundColor (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionColorType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Background color of a region, a block area generated by a tt:p element or an inline area generated by a tt:span element.





tts:fontStyle (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “italic”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font style that applies to glyphs.





tts:fontWeight (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “bold”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Font weight that applies to glyphs.





tts:textDecoration (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“none” | “underline”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Whether a glyph is underlined.





tts:unicodeBidi (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“normal” | “embed” | “bidiOverride”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Directional embedding or override according to the Unicode bidirectional algorithm. (see [2])





tts:wrapOption (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“wrap” | “noWrap”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Defines whether or not automatic line wrapping (breaking) applies within the context of the affected element.


If the value is “wrap” automated line‑breaking shall occur if the line overflows the extent of the region that contains the corresponding content.


If the value is “noWrap” no automated line‑breaking shall occur. In the case when lines are longer than the available width of the region and “noWrap” is set, the overflow shall be treated in accordance with the specified value of the tts:overflow attribute of the corresponding region.


If the value of the tts:wrapOption is set to “noWrap” the region that corresponds to the affected content should have the attribute tts:overflow set to “visible”. 





In addition to the style attributes from TTML 1.0 the new style attribute ebutts:multiRowAlign may be used as defined by EBU‑TT Part 1. The ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute defines how multiple ‘rows’ of inline areas are aligned within a containing block area. See Annex C for a detailed description of how the attribute can be used.


ebutts:multiRowAlign (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“start” | “center” | “end” | “auto”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment of multiple ‘rows’ of inline areas within a containing block area. The initial values shall be “auto”.





The style attribute ebutts:linePadding as applied to line areas is defined by EBU‑TT‑D. This attribute is used to apply padding (or inset space) on the start and end edges of rendered line areas.


See Annex D for a detailed description.


ebutts:linePadding (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:linePaddingType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Padding (or inset) space on the start and end edges of each rendered line‑area It may be specified by the block‑level elements tt:body, tt:div and tt:p by reference to a style element and is inherited. Background color applies to the area including the line padding.


The initial value is “0c”.


Note:
The application of padding affects the layout of text, for example by reducing the maximum width available in which to render text on a single line. It is recommended that document authors ensure that this is taken into account when calculating how much text can fit horizontally and vertically within a region.





3.1.3
Layout in tt:head


The EBU‑TT‑D head section shall contain one tt:layout element. The tt:layout element is a container element for layout information and shall contain at least one tt:region child element.


tt:layout (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Container for region elements.





3.1.3.1
Region


A tt:region element defines a space or an area in which subtitle content is to be placed. It specifies a set of layout information through attributes. To apply this layout information, tt:div or tt:p elements shall reference a region.


tt:region (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Defines a space or area for the display of subtitle content.





The tt:region element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document instance. It shall be used by subtitle blocks (tt:div element or tt:p element) to refer to a particular layout.


xml:id (attribute)


		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		ID of a region. This ID is used by tt:div and tt:p elements to reference a region. Layout and style information of the referenced region shall be applied to these elements.





The position and size of the region shall be set through the attributes tts:extent and tts:origin. The reference for tts:extent and tts:origin shall be the root container region (see “Definition of terms”). The region shall not extend outside the root container region.


Note:
The coordinates used when specifying tts:extent and tts:origin are expressed in percentages. Presentation implementations are expected to map these to device characteristics for optimum display of text. It is not expected that they are mapped to pixels in any associated encoded video.

tts:origin (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionOriginType



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		The x and y coordinates of the top left corner of a region with respect to the root container region. The (0, 0) coordinate shall be assumed to be the top left corner of the root container region.


Only percentage values shall be specified. The values shall be relative to the width and height of the root container region.


The region shall not extend outside the root container region therefore the following constraints apply:


· the sum of the value for the x‑coordinate of the region and the value for the width of the region (specified by tts:extent) shall not be greater than 100%


· the sum of the value for the y‑coordinate of the region and the value for the height of the region (specified by tts:extent) shall not be greater than 100%


Example:


With tts:origin=”20% 80%” the top left corner of the region is shifted 20% of the root container region width to the right and 80% of the root container region height to the bottom.





tts:extent (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionExtentType



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Width and height of a region area. Only percentage values shall be specified. The values shall be relative to the width and height of the root container region.


The region shall not extend outside the root container region therefore the following constraints apply:


· the sum of the value for the x‑coordinate of the region (specified by tts:origin) and the value for the width of the region shall not be greater than 100%


· the sum of the value for the y‑coordinate of the region (specified by tts:origin) and the value for the height of the region shall not be greater than 100%


Example:


With tts:extent=”100% 20%” the width of the region is 100% of the width of the root container region and the height of the region is 20% of the height of the root container region.





The tt:region element may also be used to apply style information to subtitles presented in this region. Therefore the tt:region element may reference zero or more tt:style elements from the styling section. The IDs of the referenced tt:style elements are specified in the style attribute of the tt:region element.


style (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to tt:div or tt:p elements that reference the region.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The tt:region element may also specify some layout‑specific style information:


tts:displayAlign (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“before” | “center” | “after”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Alignment in the block progression direction.


Note:
In the writing mode “Left to Right Top to Bottom” this will result in the vertical alignment of lines of text. 


The value “before” will result in “top” alignment and the value “after” will result in “bottom” alignment.





tts:padding (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionPaddingType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Padding (or inset) space on all sides of a region area.





tts:writingMode (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“lrtb” | “rltb” | “tbrl” | “tblr” | “lr” | “rl” | “tb”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Writing mode of subtitle content.


· “lrtp”: “Left to Right Top to Bottom”


· “rltb”: “Right to Left Top to Bottom”


· “tbrl”: “Top to Bottom Right to Left”


· “tblr”: “Top to Bottom Left to Right”


· “lr”: Shorthand for “Left to Right Top to Bottom”


· “rl”: Shorthand for “Right to Left Top to Bottom”


· “tb”: Shorthand for “Top to Bottom Right to Left”





tts:showBackground (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“always” | “whenActive”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Constraints on when the background color of a region is intended to be presented.


If the value of this attribute is “always”, then the background color of a region is always rendered when performing presentation processing on a visual medium; if the value is “whenActive”, then the background color of a region is rendered only when some content is flowed into the region.


Note:
This attribute only needs to be specified if a non‑transparent background color is applied to the region and the initial value of "always" needs to be overwritten. This attribute does not have an effect on the background color that is applied to a tt:p or a tt:span element. The background‑color of these content elements is only rendered if the enclosed content is active.





tts:overflow (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“visible” | “hidden”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Defines whether a region area is clipped if the content of the region overflows the specified extent of the region.


If the value of this attribute is “visible", then content should not be clipped. If the value is hidden, then content that goes outside of the affected region should be clipped and is not visible.


If the author intents to avoid truncated content the tts:overflow attribute should always be specified and be set to “visible”.


Note:
Setting the feature to “visible” does not guarantee that content that overflows the region will be presented, e.g. if the content would need to overflow the root container region.






3.2
Body


The body section of an EBU‑TT‑D document carries the content of the subtitle and the timing information. Styling and layout shall be applied through references to tt:style and tt:region elements defined in the header section.


The tt:body element shall be the container for subtitle and timing information.


tt:body (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Container for subtitle and timing information.

Note:
An EBU‑TT‑D document with no body element could be used to transport just metadata, style‑ or layout information without subtitle content. 


An EBU‑TT‑D document with no body element can be considered as a TTML 1.0 document with no content.





Subtitle content shall be contained within the following elements of the body‑section:


· tt:p (logical paragraph) as a child of a tt:div element


· tt:span (inline element to apply local style information or metadata) as a child of a tt:p element


Timing information shall be set using the following attributes:


· begin


· end


Timing information shall be specified on the tt:p or tt:span elements.


To apply style information a tt:body element may reference one or more tt:style element(s) with a style attribute.


style (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:body element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The tt:body element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in TTML 1.0 [1].


3.2.1
Div


The tt:div element shall be a logical container of textual content.


tt:div (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Container for textual content.





xml:id (attribute)


		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:div element that may be used by an external application.





To apply layout‑ and style‑information the tt:div element may reference a tt:region element using a region attribute.


region (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREF



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Application of layout and style information through reference of a region. A region shall not be referenced by a tt:div element if a tt:p child of that tt:div references a region.





To apply style information a tt:div element may also reference one or more tt:style element(s) directly with a style attribute.


style (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:div element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The tt:div element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in TTML 1.0 [1].


The xml:lang attribute may be specified in the tt:div element to overwrite the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content.


xml:lang (attribute)


		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Language identifier for the enclosed subtitle content. 


The empty string may be used to indicate that no language information is available. 


The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 § 2.12, Language Identification (both values and semantics) [3]. 


Sample Values: “en”, “en‑US” or “de”.


Presentation processors should apply appropriate rendering for text that is identified as belonging to specific languages or language groups. Consequently authors should correctly identify the language of the text at all places in the document when it is known.





3.2.1.1
Paragraph


A tt:p element shall represent a logical paragraph. The tt:p element may have textual content and zero or more tt:span elements.


tt:p (element)


		Type

		Mixed content.



		Cardinality

		1..*



		Description

		Logical paragraph.





The tt:p element shall have an ID that is unique in the entire document. This ID shall represent the unique ID of a subtitle. No meaningful subtitle sequence should be inferred from the value of this ID.


Note:
Typically this ID will be a monotonically (logically) increasing value through the EBU‑TT‑D document (e.g. sub1, sub2, sub3 or sub1, sub2, sub2a, sub2b, sub3).


xml:id (attribute)


		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		1..1



		Description

		Unique ID of a subtitle.






To indicate the authors intention of the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added.


xml:space (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the author’s intention of white space handling within the content of the tt:p element.





To overwrite the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content the xml:lang attribute may be specified on the tt:p element.


xml:lang (attribute)


		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Language identifier for the enclosed subtitle content. 


The empty string may be used to indicate that no language information is available. 


The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 §2.12, Language Identification (both values and semantics) [3]. 


Sample Values: “en”, “en‑US” or “de”.


Presentation processors should apply appropriate rendering for text that is identified as belonging to specific languages or language groups. Consequently authors should correctly identify the language of the text at all places in the document when it is known.





To apply layout and style information the tt:p element may reference a tt:region element using a region attribute.


region (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREF



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Application of layout information through reference of a region. A tt:p element shall not reference a region if its parent tt:div element references a region.





To apply style information a tt:p element may reference one or more tt:style element(s) directly with a style attribute.


style (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:p element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





The timing information of a tt:p element is set through the attributes begin and end.


If timing information is specified on a tt:p element, a tt:span child element of that tt:p element shall not specify timing information as well.


begin (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Start point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:p element.


The syncbase on the timeline of the related media shall be specified by the external context.





end (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		End point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:p element.


The syncbase on the timeline of the related media shall be specified by the external context.





The tt:p element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in TTML 1.0 [1].

A tt:br element may be used to insert a forced line break.


tt:br (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Forced line break.





The tt:br element may have the TTML 1.0 attribute ttm:role.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role attribute is defined in TTML 1.0 [1].


3.2.1.1.1
Span


The tt:p element may have zero or more tt:span element(s). The tt:span element may be used to apply style information to the enclosed textual content. This style information is added to or overwrites style information from the currently active context.


tt:span (element)


		Type

		Mixed content.



		Cardinality

		0..*



		Description

		Inline element to allow the application of local style information, annotation or metadata.





xml:id (attribute)


		Type

		xs:ID



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID of a tt:span element that may be used by an external application.





To indicate the author’s intent in the use of white space (spaces, tabs, and blank lines) the xml:space attribute may be added to the tt:span element.


xml:space (attribute)


		Type

		xs:string



		Enumeration

		“default” | “preserve”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Indicates the authors’ intention for white space handling within the content of the tt:span element.





To overwrite the language identification of the enclosed subtitle content the xml:lang attribute may be specified in the tt:span element.


xml:lang (attribute)


		Type

		xs:language | “”



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Language identifier for the enclosed subtitle content. 


The empty string may be used to indicate that no language information is available. 


The xml:lang attribute shall be used as defined in XML 1.0 §2.12, Language Identification (both values and semantics) [3]. 


Sample Values: “en”, “en‑US” or “de”.


Presentation processors should apply appropriate rendering for text that is identified as belonging to specific languages or language groups. Consequently authors should correctly identify the language of the text at all places in the document when it is known.





To apply style information the tt:span element may reference one or more tt:style element(s)  in the styling section of the document through the tt:style attribute.


style (attribute)


		Type

		xs:IDREFS



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		ID(s) of one or more style element(s). The style information shall be applied to the enclosed content of the tt:span element.


If multiple styles are referenced the IDs shall be delimited by space characters (e.g. “styleId1 styleId2 styleId3”).





Timing information may be applied in a tt:span element through the attributes begin and end.


If timing information is specified on the tt:span element no timing information shall be present on the parent tt:p element.


begin (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType 



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Start point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:span element.


The syncbase on the timeline of the related media shall be specified by the external context.





end (attribute)


		Type

		ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		End point of a temporal interval associated with a tt:span element.


The syncbase on the timeline of the related media shall be specified by the external context.





The tt:span element may have the attributes ttm:role and ttm:agent.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role and ttm:agent attributes are defined in TTML 1.0 [1].

A tt:br element may be used to insert a forced line break.


tt:br (element)


		Type

		Element content



		Cardinality

		0..1



		Description

		Forced line break.





The tt:br element may have the attribute ttm:role.

The semantics and the use of the ttm:role is defined in TTML 1.0 [1].

4.
Datatypes


EBU‑TT‑D defines specific datatypes to restrict the content of attributes or textual Element content.


Note:
If a datatype is applied to an attribute that was taken from TTML 1.0 the restriction of the datatype is equal to the definition in TTML 1.0 or it is a further restriction of the content as defined in TTML 1.0. Therefore all values that conform to the EBU‑TT‑D datatypes also conform to the values allowed in TTML 1.0. However it is possible to create a value that conforms to the TTML 1.0 definitions but does not conform to the EBU‑TT‑D datatypes.


4.1
ebuttdt:cellResolutionType


The content shall be constrained to two numbers of type xs:positiveInteger delimited by a space. The first value shall define the number of columns and the second value shall define the number of rows.

4.2
ebuttdt:distributionColorType


The content shall be constrained to a hex notated RGB color triple or a hex notated RGBA color tuple.


Note:
The color black can, for example, be expressed as:


· “#000000” (RGB color triple in hex notation)


· “#000000FF” (RGBA color tuple in hex notation)


4.3
ebuttdt:distributionExtentType


The content shall be constrained to two values of type ebuttdt:distributionLengthType delimited by a space. The first value shall express the width and the second value the height.


4.4
ebuttdt:fontFamilyType


Note:
The constraints of the ebuttdt:fontFamilyType are the same as the constraints defined by the TTML 1.0 style value expressions <familyName> and
 <genericFamilyName>.


The content shall be constrained to one or more comma separated font family‑ and/or generic family‑names.


Any name may be used for a font family name (e.g. “Arial” or “Verdana”).


The generic family name shall be selected from the following list:


		· “default”


· “monospace”


· “sanserif”


· “serif”

		· “monospaceSansSerif”

· “monospaceSerif”


· “proportionalSansSerif”


· “proportionalSerif”





The typographic characteristics of the generic family name "default" may be implementation dependent; however the default generic font family should be mapped to a monospaced, sans‑serif font.


4.5
ebuttdt:distributionFontSizeType


The content shall be constrained to one value of type ebuttdt:distributionLengthType.


4.6
ebuttdt:framerateMultiplierType


The content shall be constrained to two numbers of type xs:positiveInteger delimited by a space. The value shall represent a fraction. The first number shall be the numerator and the second number shall be the denominator.


4.7
ebuttdt:distributionLengthType


The content shall be constrained to a non‑negative number of type xs:decimal appended by the percentage sign “%”. The metrics “c” (for cells) and “px” (for pixels) shall not be used.


4.8
ebuttdt:distributionLineHeightType


The value shall be the string “normal” or of type ebuttdt:distributionLengthType.


4.9
ebuttdt:distributionOriginType


The content shall be constrained to two values of type ebuttdt:distributionLengthType delimited by a space. The first value shall express a x‑coordinate and the second value a y‑coordinate.


4.10
ebuttdt:distributionPaddingType


The content shall be constrained to one or four values of type

ebuttdt:distributionLengthType delimited by a space. 


If only one value is specified the value shall apply to all four edges of an area.


If two values are specified, the first value applies to the before and after edges and the second applies to the start and end edges.


If three values are specified, the first value applies to the before edge, the second value applies to the start and end edges, and the third value applies to the after edge.


If four values are specified, the first value shall apply to the before edge, the second value to the end edge, the third value to the after edge and the fourth value to the start edge of an area. 


Example


Padding on the start and end edges of a region can be expressed as:


· “0% 1%”


· “0% 1% 0%”


· “0% 1% 0% 1%”


4.11
ebuttdt:linePaddingType


The content shall be constrained to one non‑negative number of type xs:decimal appended by the metric “c”.


The reference for the metric “c” (for cells) is the virtual grid that is defined by ttp:cellResolution. 1c corresponds to one cell in this grid.


The value shall apply to the start and end edges of each rendered line area.


Example


Padding on the start and end edges of line‑areas can be expressed as:


· “0.5c” 

4.12
ebuttdt:distributionMediaTimingType


The content shall have the format hours:minutes:seconds followed by an optional fraction. 


The number of hours shall not be restricted, minutes shall be constrained to [0..59] and seconds (including any fractional part) shall be constrained to the closest interval [0,60] where 60 applies only to leap seconds.


The fraction shall have a leading "." followed by a non‑negative integer.


Example


· 01:00:10.250 = 1 hour, 10 seconds and 250 milliseconds


The fraction should be limited to three digits, when other requirements do not apply.
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Annex A: List of supported TTML features (Informative)


Please find below a list of TTML 1.0 features a presentation processor needs to support. Please note that this listing is for informative use only and is intended to simplify the comparison of EBU‑TT‑D with other specifications that are derived from TTML 1.0. EBU‑TT‑D extensions are not listed.


==================================================================================


TTML 1.0 Profile Summary


==================================================================================


Full Name of Profile: EBU‑TT Distribution


Short Name of Profile: EBU‑TT‑D


Version: 1.0


Status of profile version: stable


==================================================================================


Fully supported TTML 1.0 features


==================================================================================


#bidi


#cellResolution


#content


#direction


#displayAlign


#extent‑region


#fontFamily‑non‑generic


#fontFamily


#fontSize‑isomorphic


#fontStyle‑italic


#fontWeight‑bold


#fontWeight


#layout


#length‑integer


#length‑percentage


#length‑positive


#length‑real


#overflow‑visible


#overflow


#padding‑1


#padding‑2


#padding‑3


#padding‑4


#showBackground


#structure


#styling‑inheritance‑content


#styling‑inheritance‑region


#styling‑referential


#styling


#textAlign‑absolute


#textAlign‑relative


#timeBase‑media


#unicodeBidi


#wrapOption


#writingMode‑horizontal‑lr


#writingMode‑horizontal‑rl


#writingMode‑horizontal


#writingMode‑vertical


#writingMode

		Constrained TTML 1.0 features



		#backgroundColor‑block



		*

		The color shall be specified according to the constraints defined for the feature color.



		#backgroundColor‑inline



		*

		The color shall be specified according to the constraints defined for the feature color.



		#backgroundColor



		*

		The color shall be specified according to the constraints defined for the feature color.



		#color



		*

		The color shall be specified in hex notation.



		#core



		*

		The xml:lang attribute shall not be a child of an element other than tt, div, p or span.



		*

		The xml:id attribute shall not be a child of an element other than style, region, div, p or  span.



		*

		The xml:id attribute shall be mandatory for the elements style, region and p.



		*

		The xml:space attribute shall not be a child of an element other than tt, p and span.



		#extent



		*

		The value 'auto' shall not be used.



		#fontSize



		*

		The font‑size shall be specified in percentage only. The metrics EM ('em'), pixel ('px') and cell ('c') shall not be used.



		#lineHeight



		*

		Only the value 'normal' or percentage values shall be used.



		#metadata



		*

		Restrictions as defined EBU‑TT‑D and EBU‑TT Tech 3350 apply.



		#origin



		*

		tts:origin shall not be child of an element other than region.



		*

		The tts:origin attribute shall not have a value of 'auto'.



		#padding



		*

		The padding shall be specified in percentage only. The metrics EM ('em'), pixel ('px') and cell ('c') shall not be used.



		#presentation



		*

		The TTML element profile shall not be used.



		#textDecoration‑under



		*

		The value 'noUnderline' shall not be used.



		#timing



		*

		The attribute @dur shall not be used.



		*

		If timing is specified on a tt:span the parent tt:p shall not specify any timing as well.



		*

		If timing is specified on a tt:p a child tt:span shall not specify any timing as well.



		#transformation



		*

		The attribute @profile shall not be used.





Annex B: Overview Document structure (Informative)


The following is a syntactic representation of the EBU‑TT‑D document model. It is derived from the syntactic representation TTML 1.0 and the definition of the reduced XML Infoset in TTML 1.0.


ELEMENT INFORMATION ITEMS



<tt:tt



ttp:timeBase = ( 'media' ) #REQUIRED




xml:lang = ('' | <xs:language>) #REQUIRED




ttp:cellResolution = [1‑9][0‑9]*<whiteSpace>[1‑9][0‑9]* 



xml:space = ('default'|'preserve')>




Content: tt:head, tt:body?



</tt:tt>



<tt:head>




Content: ttm:copyright?, tt:metadata?, tt:styling, tt:layout



</tt:head>



<ttm:copyright>




Content: <xs:string>



</ttm:copyright>



<ttm:metadata>




Content: As defined in section 2.2 of EBU‑TT‑D



</ttm:metadata>



<tt:styling>




Content: tt:metadata?, tt:style+



</tt:styling>



<tt:style



xml:id = <xs:ID> #REQUIRED




tts:backgroundColor = <ebuttdt:distributionColorType>




tts:color = <ebuttdt:distributionColorType>




tts:direction = ( 'ltr' | 'rtl' )




tts:fontFamily = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 8.2.8




tts:fontSize = <ebuttd:distributionLengthType>




tts:fontStyle = ( 'normal' | 'italic' )




tts:lineHeight = ('normal' | <ebuttd:distributionLengthType>)




tts:fontWeight = ( 'normal' | 'bold' )




tts:textAlign = ( 'left' | 'center' | 'right' | 'start' | 'end' )




tts:textDecoration = ( 'none' | 'underline' )




tts:unicodeBidi = ( 'normal' | 'embed' | 'bidiOverride' )




tts:wrapOption = ( 'wrap' | 'noWrap' )




ebutts:multiRowAlign = ('start' | 'center' | 'end' | 'auto')




ebutts:linePadding = <ebuttdt:linePaddingType> >




Content: tt:metadata?



</tt:style>



<tt:layout>




Content: tt:metadata?, tt:region+



</tt:layout>



<tt:region



xml:id = <xs:ID> #REQUIRED




tts:origin = <ebuttd:distributionOriginType> #REQUIRED




tts:extent = <ebuttd:distributionExtentType> #REQUIRED




style = <xs:IDREFS>




tts:displayAlign = ( 'before' | 'center' | 'after' )




tts:overflow = ( 'visible' | 'hidden' )




tts:padding = <ebuttdt:distributionPaddingType>




tts:showBackground = ('always' | 'whenActive' )




tts:writingMode = ('lrtb'| 'rltb' | 'tbrl' | 'tblr' | 'lr' | 'rl' | 'tb')>




Content: tt:metadata?



</tt:region>



<tt:body



style = <xs:IDREFS>




ttm:agent = <xs:IDREFS>




ttm:role = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 12.2.2>




Content: tt:metadata?, tt:div+



</tt:body>



<tt:div



xml:id = <xs:ID>




style = <xs:IDREFS>




region = <xs:IDREF>



    xml:lang = ('' | <xs:language>)





ttm:agent = <xs:IDREFS>




ttm:role = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 12.2.2>




Content: tt:metadata?, tt:p+



</tt:div>



<tt:p



xml:id = <xs:ID> #REQUIRED




begin = <ebuttd:distributionTimingType>




end = <ebuttd:distributionTimingType>




style = <xs:IDREFS>




region = <xs:IDREF>




xml:lang = ('' | <xs:language>)




xml:space = ('default'|'preserve')




ttm:agent = <xs:IDREFS>

 



ttm:role = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 12.2.2>




Content (Mixed): tt:metadata?, (tt:span|tt:br)*



</tt:p>



<tt:span




xml:id = <xs:ID>




begin = <ebuttd:distributionTimingType>




end = <ebuttd:distributionTimingType>




style = <xs:IDREFS>




xml:lang = ('' | <xs:language>)




xml:space = ('default'|'preserve')




ttm:agent = <xs:IDREFS>




ttm:role = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 12.2.2>




Content (Mixed): tt:metadata?, tt:br*



</tt:span>



<tt:br



ttm:role = As defined in TTML 1.0 [1], section 12.2.2>




Content: tt:metadata?



</tt:br>


EXPRESSIONS


<ebuttd:distributionOriginType>



: <ebuttd:distributionLengthType> <whiteSpace> <ebuttd:distributionLengthType>


<ebuttd:distributionExtentType>



: <ebuttd:distributionLengthType> <whiteSpace> <ebuttd:distributionLengthType>


<ebuttd:distributionLengthType>



: non‑negative‑number "%"



non‑negative‑number




: non‑negative‑integer | non‑negative‑real



non‑negative‑integer




: [0‑9]+



non‑negative‑real




: [0‑9]* "." [0‑9]+


<ebuttdt:distributionPaddingType>



: ( dlt |




 dlt   dlt |




 dlt   dlt   dlt |




 dlt   dlt   dlt   dlt)



dlt




: <ebuttd:distributionLengthType>


<ebuttdt:linePaddingType >



: non‑negative‑number "c"



non‑negative‑number




: non‑negative‑integer | non‑negative‑real



non‑negative‑integer




: [0‑9]+



non‑negative‑real




: [0‑9]* "." [0‑9]+


<ebuttd:distributionColorType>



: "#" rrggbb 


| "#" rrggbbaa



rrggbb




: hexDigit{6}



rrggbbaa




: hexDigit{8}



hexDigit




: [0‑9] | [a‑f] | [A‑F]


<ebuttd:timingType>



: hours ":" minutes ":" seconds  fraction?



hours




: [0‑9][0‑9] | [0‑9][0‑9][0‑9]+



minutes




: [0‑5][0‑9]



seconds




: [0‑5][0‑9] | 60



fraction




: "." [0‑9]+


<whiteSpace> /*(space, carriage return, line feed, tab)*/



: (#x20 | #x9 | #xD | #xA)+  

Annex C: Use of ebutts:multiRowAlign


The ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute may be used to specify a style property that defines how multiple ‘rows’ of inline are aligned within a containing block area. This attribute shall act as a ‘modifier’ to the action defined by the tts:textAlign attribute value, whether that value is explicitly or implicitly defined. This attribute shall effectively create additional alignment points for multiple rows of text, thus it shall have no effect if only a single row of text is present.


This modifier shall act as follows: For multiple ‘rows’ of inline blocks, 3 additional multi‑row alignment points (“start”, “center”, “end”) are created by the rendered dimensions of the longest row within the tt:p element. ‘Rows’ that are shorter than the longest row shall be each aligned against the longest row using the multi‑row alignment point identified by the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute value. The longest ‘row’ shall always be aligned within the region in accordance with the value of the tts:textAlign attribute.


Note:
The combination of tts:textAlign=”start” with
 ebutts:multiRowAlign=”start” acts identically to the use of
 tts:textAlign=”start” without the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute.


Or more simply, if the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute has the same value as tts:textAlign, the ebutts:multiRowAlign attribute has no effect.

If the term “auto” is used the basic behaviour of tts:textAlign shall be maintained unmodified (i.e. the presentation shall be as if ebutts:multiRowAlign would have the same computed value as tts:textAlign).

The use of tts:textAlign together with ebutts:multiRowAlign provides combinations of text alignment as tabled below, where the highlighted combinations may be specified by the use of just the tts:textAlign attribute from TTML 1.0.


		tts:textAlign

		ebutts:multiRowAlign

		   Presentation



		“start”

		“start”

		Start justified text.
All ‘rows’ shall be aligned at start.



		“start”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be start aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“start”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be start aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“left”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be left aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“center”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be center aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“center”

		“center”

		Center justified text.
All ‘rows’ shall be individually center aligned.



		“center”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be center aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be right aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be right aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“right”

		“end”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be right aligned. 
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be end aligned against the end alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“start”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be end aligned. 
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be start aligned against the start alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“center”

		The longest ‘row’ shall be end aligned.
Shorter ‘rows’ shall be center aligned against the center alignment point created by the longest ‘row’.



		“end”

		“end”

		End justified text.
All ‘rows’ shall be aligned at end.





If a specified value of this attribute is not supported, then a presentation processor shall interpret the attribute as if the attribute has the value “auto” (i.e. the basic behaviour of tts:textAlign shall be maintained unmodified).

The ebutts:multiRowAlign style is illustrated by the following example.


 …


<tt:styling>


<tt:style xml:id=“baseStyle” tts:backgroundColor=“#000000” tts:color=“#FFFFFF” />


<tt:style xml:id=“startEnd” tts:textAlign=“start” ebutts:multiRowAlign=“end”/>


<tt:style xml:id=“centerStart” tts:textAlign=“center” ebutts:multiRowAlign=“start”/>

</tt:styling>

<tt:layout>


<tt:region xml:id=“regionTop” …./>


<tt:region xml:id=“regionBottom” …./>

</tt:layout>

 …


<tt:div style=“baseStyle””>

 …


  <tt:p xml:id=“subtitle1” region=“regionTop” style=“startEnd” begin=“00:00:00” end=“00:00:03”>


  Beware the Jabberwock, my son!<tt:br/>


  The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!


  </tt:p>

 <tt:p xml:id=“ subtitle2” region=“regionBottom” style=“centerStart” begin=“00:00:00” end=“00:00:03”>


  Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun<tt:br/>


  The frumious Bandersnatch!


  </tt:p>

 …


</tt:div>

Produces:


 SHAPE  \* MERGEFORMAT 




*

Annex D: Use of ebutts:linePadding


The ebutts:linePadding attribute extends the dimensions and therefore the ‘background color’ of a rendered line area. The ‘line area’ shall be a box that has boundaries set by the text rendered on one line (see rendered line area [foreground] in Figure 1).


The ebutts:linePadding attribute may be used to define a desired effect as shown below:

[image: image2.png]

The background color shall be rendered by a presentation processor behind the foreground text content of the target, and extended to either side, in the inline progression, by the extent defined by the line padding attribute. The ‘background color’ used is the effective background color that applies to the text at the adjacent edge of the ‘line area’.


The line padding extends the computed dimensions of the target line area and therefore reduces the available maximum width in which foreground text may be rendered, in the inline progression.


Note:
One strategy is to make the start and end padding values equivalent to the width or half the width of a space character from the largest font used in the p element on which padding is applied, according to stylistic preference
.


The use of the ebutts:linePadding attribute shall not result in the background color extending beyond the boundaries of a region. It may conversely result in fewer characters fitting on each line; therefore authors should ensure that the region is sized appropriately to fit the text including any line padding. 


[image: image3.png]

tts:padding as applied to <region> defines the Rbefore, Rafter, Rstart and Rend values.

ebutts:linePadding as applied to line areas defines the value L.

Figure 1: The application of tts:padding to regions and
ebutts:linePadding to rendered line areas.


The use of ebutts:linePadding is illustrated by the following EBU‑TT‑D example. 


<tt xmlns ="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml">  


  <head>


<styling>



<style xml:id="defaultStyle" tts:color="#FFFFFF" tts:textAlign="center"/> 




<style xml:id="noPadding" ebutts:linePadding="0c"/>



<style xml:id="withLinePadding" ebutts:linePadding="0.5c"/>



<style xml:id=”bgBlack” tts:backgroundColor=”#000000”>




<style xml:id=”yellowText” tts:color=”#FFFF00”>





</styling>


<layout>



<region xml:id="region1" tts:extent="100% 20%" …/>



<region xml:id="region2" tts:extent="100% 20%" …/> 



</layout>

  </head>

  <body style="defaultStyle">


<div> 




<p xml:id="sub1" region="region1" style="noPadding">




<span style="bgBlack">Some </span>




<span style="yellowText bgBlack">centered </span>




<span style="bgBlack">text</span>




<br/>




<span style="bgBlack">on two lines.</span>



</p>



<p xml:id="sub1" region="region2" style="withLinePadding">




<span style="bgBlack">Some </span>




<span style="yellowText bgBlack">centered </span>




<span style="bgBlack">text</span>




<br/>




<span style="bgBlack">on two lines.</span>


 </div>

   </body>

 </tt>

Produces:


[image: image4.png]

Annex E: Time alignment of subtitles relative to video frames (Informative)


Subtitles for video are typically authored against video at a nominal frame rate, e.g. 25 frames per second. When a viewer plays back associated video with the subtitles the actual frame rate might change. The distribution mechanism will use an encoded frame rate that could be the same as the original, or, if network conditions are insufficient, it could select a lower encoded frame rate. Then the display device might use interpolation to create the appearance of more frames per second than were actually received.


In most cases the subtitles are an accessible version of the audio that accompanies the video. If that audio can be played back smoothly the display device is expected to attempt to render and remove subtitles as close as possible to their respective begin and end times, regardless of the actual displayed frame rate. The progression of time through the media and the subtitles, as experienced by the viewer, remains the same even if the video frame refresh rate changes.


[image: image5.png]

Figure 2: The potential temporal display errors that could be introduced by
frame‑based subtitle time quantisation.


Rendering devices that do not honour the begin and end times, for example if they attempt to quantise those times to the nearest appropriate encoded video frame, will cause temporal display errors. See Figure 2 above which shows in principle how those quantisation errors could lead to reduced display duration for a subtitle, which in turn would increase the required reading speed.


* Page intentionally left blank. This document is paginated for two sided printing


* Page intentionally left blank. This document is paginated for two sided printing


� See for example CFF [6], § 6.6


� See � HYPERLINK "http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-when-xmllang.en" �http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-when-xmllang.en�


� See � HYPERLINK "http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-i18n-bp/" �http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-i18n-bp/�, “Best Practice 1: Defining markup for natural language labelling” 	 


� Please note that the list of not recommended metadata is based on the assumption that EBU�TT�D is only used for the distribution of subtitle text and is not used to embed subtitles as images.


* Page intentionally left blank. This document is paginated for two sided printing


* Page intentionally left blank. This document is paginated for two sided printing


� For example the YouView specification requires that implementations add background of the width of one space character to the left and right of the subtitle text.
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Conformance Notation


This document contains both normative text and informative text.


All text is normative except for that in the Introduction, any section explicitly labelled as ‘Informative’ or individual paragraphs which start with ‘Note:’.


Normative text describes indispensable or mandatory elements. It contains the conformance keywords ‘shall’, ‘should’ or ‘may’, defined as follows:


		‘Shall’ and ‘shall not’:

		Indicate requirements to be followed strictly and from which no deviation is permitted in order to conform to the document.



		‘Should’ and ‘should not’:

		Indicate that, among several possibilities, one is recommended as particularly suitable, without mentioning or excluding others.



		

		OR indicate that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required.



		

		OR indicate that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is deprecated but not prohibited.



		‘May’ and ‘need not’:

		Indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the document.





Default identifies mandatory (in phrases containing “shall”) or recommended (in phrases containing “should”) presets that can, optionally, be overwritten by user action or supplemented with other options in advanced applications. Mandatory defaults must be supported. The support of recommended defaults is preferred, but not necessarily required.


Informative text is potentially helpful to the user, but it is not indispensable and it does not affect the normative text. Informative text does not contain any conformance keywords.


A conformant implementation is one which includes all mandatory provisions (‘shall’) and, if implemented, all recommended provisions (‘should’) as described. A conformant implementation need not implement optional provisions (‘may’) and need not implement them as described.
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Status of this document (Informative)


This document is a stable document and may be used as reference material or cited from another document. 


This document is part of a series of EBU‑TT (EBU Timed Text) documents. The full list of published and planned EBU‑TT documents is given below.


Part 1: EBU‑TT Subtitling format definition (EBU Tech 3350)


Introduction to EBU‑TT and definition of the XML based format.


Part 2: STL (Tech 3264) Mapping to EBU‑TT (EBU Tech 3360)


How EBU‑TT provides backwards compatibility with EBU STL.


EBU‑TT Live ‑ Authoring and Contribution


How to use EBU‑TT for the production and contribution of live subtitles.


EBU‑TT Annotation


How EBU‑TT can be used in future scenarios for ‘authoring of intent’.


EBU‑TT User Guide


General guide (‘How to use EBU‑TT’).


EBU‑TT‑D (EBU Tech 3380)


EBU‑TT content profile for TTML that can be used for the distribution of subtitles over IP based networks.


Carriage of EBU‑TT‑D in ISOBMFF (EBU Tech 3381)


How EBU‑TT‑D can be stored using the storage format of the ISO Base Media File Format (ISO/IEC 14496‑12).
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Scope (Informative)


The aim of this publication is to specify how EBU‑TT‑D as defined in EBU Tech 3380 EBU TT‑D Subtitling distribution format [1], hereafter referred to as EBU‑TT‑D, can be stored using the storage format of the ISO base media file format defined in ISO/IEC 14496‑12 Information technology ‑ Coding of audio‑visual objects ‑ Part 12: ISO base media file format, hereafter referred to as ISO/IEC 14496‑12 [2].


This publication builds upon ISO/IEC 14496‑12:2012/Amd 2:2014 Information technology ‑ Coding of audio‑visual objects ‑ Part 12: ISO base media file format, AMENDMENT 2: Carriage of timed text and other visual overlays [3], hereafter referred to as ISO/IEC 14496‑12:2012/Amd 2:2014, and ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 Information technology ‑ Coding of audio‑visual objects ‑ Part 30: Timed text and other visual overlays in ISO base media file format [4], hereafter referred to as ISO/IEC 14496:30:2014.

1.
Generic constraints


If not noted otherwise the constraints of ISO/IEC 14496‑12 [2], ISO/IEC 14496‑12:2012/Amd 2:2014 [3] and ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 [4] shall apply.


2.
Track format


As defined in ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 section 6.4 TTML streams shall be carried in subtitle tracks. Subtitle tracks are defined in ISO/IEC 14496‑12:2012/Amd 2.


3.
Sample Entry format


EBU‑TT‑D subtitle streams shall use the XMLSubtitleSampleEntry format as defined by ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014.


4.
Sample format


An EBU‑TT‑D subtitle sample consists of one XML document that conforms to EBU‑TT‑D.


An EBU‑TT‑D document in a sample is stateless and contains all information needed by a presentation processor to render it (e.g. region and style definitions).


Note:
An ISOBMFF fragment conforming to this specification satisfies the requirements for a Type 1 Stream Access Point in MPEG DASH [5].


5.
Layout and Styling


The layout behaviour shall be as defined in ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 with the following constraints:


When the subtitle track is associated with a video object the subtitles shall be rendered onto a plane coincident with the plane on which any associated video is applied. The width and height of the subtitle track header should therefore not be set, and shall not be used for processing or displaying the subtitles.


If no video track is associated with the subtitle track the presentation system shall allocate a suitable rendering plane on which to present the subtitles. In this case the width and height of the subtitle track header may be set and used for processing or displaying the subtitles.


6.
Timing


The timing behaviour for processing EBU‑TT‑D subtitle samples shall be the same as defined in ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 Section 5.2 and 6.3. In accordance with this definition all time expressions in the EBU‑TT‑D document shall be relative to the start of the subtitle track and not to the start of the sample.


The following additional constraints are made:


The begin and end of an EBU‑TT‑D document may not be coincident with the begin and end of the sample. All subtitle content that falls partially or wholly within the duration of the sample shall be present in the EBU‑TT‑D document and shall be displayed. Subtitle content that falls entirely outside the duration of the sample shall be omitted from the EBU‑TT‑D document that is contained within that sample. 


Any timed content that falls partially outside of the sample boundaries may be used for error recovery (e.g. if a subsequent sample has not arrived in time for processing), however if a subtitle sample corresponding to a particular video frame visibility period has been received then that subtitle sample shall the only one from which subtitles shall be displayed.


Note:
Care must be taken if edit lists are applied to the related video track to ensure that the media times within the subtitle track match. For example if an edit list offsets the start of video presentation by 4 frames (so frame 'zero' is displayed 4 frames into the playback timeline) then measures need to be taken to ensure that the offset of subtitle timing is adjusted to match. This can be achieved either by retiming the subtitles within the EBU‑TT‑D document to add the required offsets, or more straightforwardly by applying a similar edit list to the subtitle track to achieve the offset functionality within the ISOBMFF track layout. If re‑use of the EBU‑TT‑D sample is a requirement, the latter option is recommended.


Presentation systems must honour the track timings and edit lists to present correctly timed subtitles.


In ISO/IEC 14496‑30:2014 section 6.3 an ‘empty’ sample shall be a sample containing a TTML document that has no content. A processor SHALL accept either of the following two documents as TTML documents that have no content: 

· an EBU‑TT‑D document with no body element


· an TTML document with the XML content:


<tt xml:lang="" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml" />

NOTE: This definition is not intended to override the ISOBMFF definition of an empty sample, merely to indicate two concrete examples of documents with no content that must be accepted as empty samples.
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� This storage format is implemented by file formats such as MPEG�4 (ISO/IEC 14496�14) and JPEG 2000 (ISO/IEC 15444�3).
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